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Abstract
Systems with time-delay are ubiquitous in nature and attract significant interest
in the field of nonlinear dynamics. Addition of the delayed feedback to spatially
extended nonlinear systems or inclusion of coupling of the delay systems give birth
to rich and intriguing dynamical phenomena, when various solutions can be mo-
dified or controlled with the change of the feedback or coupling parameters. The
scope of this Thesis is the spatiotemporal dynamics in spatially extended nonline-
ar systems with time-delay, with a focus on the dynamics of localized structures.
The systems under consideration are described by partial differential equations
with delayed feedback and coupled systems of delay differential equations.
For the partial differential equations, the existence and stability of plane wave
solutions as well as localized structures are investigated in one-dimensional com-
plex cubic and cubic-quintic Ginzburg-Landau equation with delayed feedback.
The choice of Ginzburg-Landau equation is motivated by its role as an amplitude
equation in spatially extended systems. The first result of this Thesis is the com-
plete description of the set of plane wave solutions and their stability in the limit
of large delay time. Due to the symmetry of Ginzburg-Landau equation, this set
forms a one-dimensional family which leads to the appearance of the “tube” in
parameter coordinates which is filled densely with plane wave solutions with the
increase of the delay time. The same description is applied to the case of localized
structures in the broad-area laser with a saturable absorber.
The second novel result is the description of modulational instability of locali-
zed structures in spatially extended systems with time-delay which can lead to
periodic and chaotic zigzagging movement of the solution.
The third result is the description of bound pulse trains in coupled delay systems
depicting an array of mode-locked lasers. In this regime mode-locked pulses in
different lasers interact locally via the balance of their repulsion and attraction.
As a result, clusters of pulses emerge which can not exist in a solitary mode-locked
laser. All of the aforementioned phenomena were described analytically and the
results are supported by path continuation methods as well as direct numerical
simulations with a specially designed software tool.
5

Zusammenfassung
Systeme mit Zeitverzögerung sind von großem Interesse in Nichtlinearer Dynamik und
allgegenwärtig in den Naturwissenschaften. In räumlich ausgedehnten Systemen führt
die zeitverzögerte Rückkopplung zu vielfältigen dynamischen Phänomenen, die durch
Variieren der dem System inherenten Parameter kontrollierbar werden. Gegenstand
dieser Doktorarbeit ist die raumzeitliche Dynamik räumlich-ausgedehnter, nichtlinea-
rer Systeme mit Zeitverzögerung, mit besonderem Augenmerk auf deren lokalisierte
Lösungen. Die betrachteten Systeme werden beschrieben durch partielle Differential-
gleichungen mit verzögerter Rückkopplung und gekoppelte Systeme von gewöhnlichen
Differentialgleichungen mit verzögerter Rückkopplung.
Hinsichtlich der partiellen Differentialgleichungen untersucht diese Arbeit die Exis-
tenz und Stabilität der ebenen Wellenlösungen ebenso, wie die Existenz und Stabilität
der lokalisierten Lösungen der eindimensionalen, komplexen, kubischen und kubisch-
quintischen Ginzburg-Landau Gleichung mit verzögerter, optischer Rückkopplung. Die
Ginzburg-Landau Gleichung ist prototypisch für oszillatorische Destabilisierungen nahe
einer Hopf Bifurkation in räumlich ausgedehnten Systemen und beschreibt die Zeitevo-
lution der Amplitude nahe der Destabilisierung. Das erste Ergebnis dieser Arbeit ist die
vollständige Beschreibung der Menge der ebenen Wellenlösungen und ihre Stabilität für
lange Verzögerungszeiten. Aufgrund der Symmetrie der Ginzburg-Landau Gleichung
bildet diese Menge eine eindimensionale Familie, die zum Auftreten einer „Tube“ in
Parameter-Koordinaten führt. Diese “Tube” wird unter Verlängerung der Verzögerungs-
zeit dicht mit ebenen Wellenlösungen gefüllt. Eine analoge „Tube“ erscheint im Fall der
lokalisierten Lösungen eines Breitbandlasers mit saturierendem Absorber.
Das zweite, neuartige Ergebnis ist die Beschreibung der Modulationsinstabilität dieser
lokalisierten Strukturen. Diese Instabilität kann zu einer periodischen und chaotischen
Zickzackbewegung der Lösung führen.
Das dritte Resultat ist die Charakterisierung gebundener Impulsfolgen in einem System
von gekoppelten gewöhnlichen Differentialgleichungen mit Zeitverzögerung, das zur Be-
schreibung einer Anordnung von modengekoppelten Lasers herangezogen wird. In die-
sem Regime interagieren die modengekoppelten Impulse in verschiedenen Lasern lokal
über die Balance von Abstoßung und Anziehung. Resultierend daraus entstehen Cluster
von Impulsen, die in einzelnen modengekoppelten Lasern nicht möglich sind. Sämtli-
che genannte Phänomene wurden analytisch und numerisch behandelt. Die Ergebnisse
werden durch Fortsetzungsmethoden sowie durch direkte numerische Simulationen mit
einem speziell entwickelten Softwaretool gestützt.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The opening Chapter outlines the scope and motivation of this Thesis. First, a
brief overview of spatially extended and coupled systems which are considered in
this work is given. The systems with delay are introduced. The physical aspects
of systems of interest as well as the way they are described from the mathematical
point of view are discussed. Then, we pose the specific problems and questions
which are addressed in this work and linked to respective main Chapters of the
Thesis. The choice of general scientific approach to the problem of the Thesis is
briefly discussed as well. In the end of the Introduction chapter, the short guide
to the structure of the Thesis is given.
1.1. Overview of spatially extended and coupled systems
with delay
The last century in mathematics and physics truly marks the onset of study and
understanding of nonlinear systems, which, as we understand now, encompass
mostly everything which exists in the Universe [1]. For historical reasons, the ini-
tial subject of interests naturally approached by nonlinear science is the complex
behavior of nonlinear systems in time. The educational courses and textbooks
of nonlinear dynamics always begin and are quite often limited to the study of
temporal behavior of various systems. We are surrounded, however, by a great
vastness of self-organized spatiotemporal patterns, strikingly varied but at the
same time resembling each other across different types of systems, from star con-
stellations to vegetation patterns to human brain [1, 2, 3]. They are either already
fixed as a result of development or appearing in an ongoing process of evolution
in time and space. The common point of the self-organized structures and pat-
terns is that they are born in the systems outside of thermodynamic equilibrium,
which are also called dissipative systems. When the time evolution is amplified
by another variable in some form, be it either spatial distribution or coupling
of many systems in one, the nonlinear system gives birth to the full richness of
dynamical regimes.
The study of pattern formation in spatially extended systems outside of equilib-
rium dates back to the classical works of Turing [4] and Prigogine and Lefever [5].
A multitude of solutions can be present in spatially extended dissipative systems:
from homogeneous steady states, hexagon and stripe patterns, to localized struc-
tures, spirals, targets and various types of spatiotemporal chaos, rogue waves, etc.
It was observed that many spatially extended systems of different origin possess
the similar structures and patterns. This implies the existence of some universal
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laws and led to the creation of several established models to describe the pattern
formation outside of equilibrium.
From the mathematical point of view, nonlinear partial differential equations
(PDEs) [6, 7, 8, 9] are used to simulate the behavior of spatially extended systems
outside of equilibrium. Their independent variables are time t and one or more
dimensional variable x, which usually represents position in space but may also
represent relative DNA content, size of cells, or their maturation level, or other
values. The solutions (dependent variables) of partial differential equations may
represent electric field, temperature, voltage, or concentrations or densities of
various particles, for example cells, bacteria, chemicals, animals.
One of the important phenomena which appear in extended systems is the exis-
tence of localized structures (LS). The localization in nonlinear systems in form
of solitary wave (soliton) was first observed by Russell in 1834-1844 [10] and then
explained by derivation of Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation [11] and its solu-
tions. Since then, great amount of investigations of nonlinear phenomena are
associated with study of localized solutions: bounding and clustering of solitons,
interaction with solitons with each other and with different types of solutions,
and so on.
In spatially extended dissipative systems, self-organized localized solitary pat-
terns have been found in very different areas of research and turned out to be of
particular interest for fundamental studies as well as for applications (see, e.g.,
[12, 13, 14, 15] and references thereafter). While in the Hamiltonian systems
the origin of solitons lies in the balance between the dispersion (or diffraction)
and nonlinearity, in the dissipative systems localized structures should satisfy
the balance between energy dissipation and gain in the first place. In spatially
extended dissipative systems, they are often referred to as dissipative solitons
[12, 13, 14, 15]; other frequently used terminology includes autosolitons [16], os-
cillons [17], as well as spots, pulses, and spikes [18]. The localization can be
temporal as well, in this case the localized structures are usually observed as
short pulses [19].
Another class of systems that allows to obtain different types of dynamical regimes
are coupled dynamical systems. Important property of coupled systems is possi-
bility of the synchronization, i.e. adjustment of rhythms of self-sustained periodic
oscillators due to their interaction. The effect of synchronization of coupled sys-
tems was discovered first by Huygens back in year 1693 [20] and explained in the
beginning of 20th century (for the ongoing work on the investigation of the orig-
inal Huygens experiments, see, e.g [21, 22]). Since then, a great amount of work
was invested in study of synchronization in the systems of coupled nonlinear os-
cillators [23]. Along with the fully synchronized solutions and semi-synchronized
solutions, splay-states of different kinds, chimera states with coexistence of coher-
ence and incoherence [24, 25] can exist. While spatially extended systems are de-
scribed by PDEs, the coupled systems are usually described by high-dimensional
systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). There is a strong connection
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between the aforementioned types of dynamical systems: spatially extended sys-
tems frequently are the continuous limit case of the coupled systems, and many
coupled systems are the discretized versions of continuous systems.
In addition to space distribution, many physical systems possess another impor-
tant feature: the current state of the system can depend on what happened to the
system at an earlier time. Such systems are called the delay systems. The interest
in the delay systems started more than two centuries ago (see the overview [26]
dating back to 1911) and gained much momentum and spread to the multitude
of topics in the middle of the 20th century [27] after considerable improvement of
engineering and control systems as well as a mathematical base for the theoretical
treatment of delay equations [28, 29].
In many physical systems, delay appears naturally, and in other systems, delay
feedback control can be artificially introduced in order to change the dynamical
properties of the system [30]. The essential feature of delay systems is that the
inclusion of a single retarded variable in the system can greatly sophisticate its
dynamical behavior by making it infinite dimensional. It should be noted, that
sometimes the spatially extended systems described by PDEs are reformulated as
the delay dynamical systems [31, 32, 33], as well as in the opposite way. In many
cases, however, both spatial coordinates and the delay are present in the system.
Due to its significant influence on the dynamics of the system, the introduction
of delayed variables has gathered a large amount of attention [29, 34, 35, 36, 37].
Delay differential equations are used to describe dynamics of systems of vari-
ous origin, from nuclear reactors [38], to lasers [39, 40] and population dynamics
[41]. The models which introduce delay to neural dynamics are being developed
[39, 42]. Delay is also introduced to the economical models, e.g. to Black-Scholes
formula for options pricing [43]. One of developing areas which benefits of the
delay is reservoir computing, see [44, 45], where it is demonstrated that a single
nonlinear node with delayed feedback can perform efficient information process-
ing.
It was already mentioned that inclusion of the delay can be used to control the
dynamics in nonlinear systems. Time delayed feedback control has been origi-
nally used for the systems with few degrees of freedom [46, 47, 48, 49, 50], but
has proved to be effective in spatially extended systems as well. Delayed feed-
back serves as one of efficient control methods, allowing to stabilize or switch
spatiotemporal regimes [51, 52]. The particular type of control, namely nonin-
vasive Pyragas control [53] (also known as time-delay autosynchronization) was
successfully applied both theoretically and experimentally in [54, 52]. Aside from
stabilization of the solutions, the inclusion of delayed feedback can lead to the
appearance of new regimes, e.g. generate rogue waves or extreme events in the
form of giant pulses [55]. In coupled systems, interplay of delayed feedback and
coupling leads to switching of the dynamical regimes and appearance of new pat-
terns [51, 56, 57]. Influence of delayed feedback on the chimera states of coupled
systems was investigated in, e.g. [58, 59]. Up to now, the influence of delayed
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Figure 1.1.1. Numerical solutions of delayed Swift-Hohenberg
equation, obtained for fixed product of feedback strength and delay
time and different values of the delay time τ . White arrows indi-
cate the time evolution direction. Taken from [60] with permission
of the author.
feedback on the dynamics of complex spatially extended and coupled systems has
not been understood to a large degree.
The intriguingly complex spatiotemporal behavior appearing in the spatially ex-
tended systems with feedback can be illustrated by the example shown in Fig.
1.1.1, taken from [60] with kind permission of the author. It shows different so-
lutions of delayed Swift-Hohenberg equation, obtained numerically for the fixed
product of feedback strength and delay time and different values of the delay time
τ . White arrows indicate the time evolution direction. Here, varying the delay
time τ allows for the appearance of solutions of increasingly complex structure.
For a small delay (see Fig. 1.1.1 for τ = 0.04) a stationary bright LS transforms
into a breathing dark LS. If τ is increased, a soliton ring (τ = 0.16) or a labyrinth
(τ = 0.24) is formed. With further increase in τ , a moving wave segment emerges.
Finally, a motion with a constant velocity is observed as shown in Fig. 1.1.1 for
τ = 0.5. In short, such complicated dynamics appear due to the combinations of
destabilization of different internal modes of solutions due to the delayed feed-
back. The focus of this Thesis lies in the understanding of how the interplay
of the spatial distribution and delay affects the dynamical properties of the sys-
tems, altering the existing solutions and their stability and bifurcation properties.
The particular emphasis is paid to the dynamics of the aforementioned localized
structures.
The particular area of investigation of this Thesis is the delay-induced dynamics
in the optical systems. Out of many types of dynamical systems, the optical
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systems are a natural example of the case where the coupling (optical routing of
light) and delayed feedback (the simplest example of which is the common mirror)
can be implemented elegantly. The optical systems, in particular the lasers of
different types, since their creation have served as the sandbox for the study of
nonlinear phenomena [61], given the multitude of dynamical regimes available in
them. The intrinsic time scales of laser systems are exceptionally small, giving the
opportunity to quickly gather experimental data on the dynamics of the system,
separating stable regimes from transitional states. The coupling and the delay
can be realized in lasers in an efficient way. The broad-area lasers, also known
as vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs), also give the possibility to
add a transverse spatial coordinate to the system, giving birth to aforementioned
localized structures [62, 63].
The scope of this work is to study how the combination and interplay of the
delay and spatial distribution affects the dynamics of two types of dynamical
systems: 1.) Spatially extended systems with delayed feedback and 2.) Coupled
pulse generators. The theoretical aspects which are essential to investigate the
aforementioned systems are discussed in Chapter 2 of the Thesis. The first
type of the spatially extended optical system in the form of broad-area laser with
delayed feedback is addressed in Chapters 3 and 4 of the Thesis. The second
type of coupled pulse generators is represented in Chapter 5 of the Thesis by
the array of mode-locked lasers.
Speaking from the mathematical point of view, inChapters 3 and 4 of this thesis,
the systems of our interest are described by delay partial differential equations
(DPDE). DPDE is a partial differential equation in which the behavior of the
system depends not only on the solution at a present time but also on the solution
at some past time. The overview of application of DPDEs to the modelling
of systems of various origin, including the population ecology, gene repression,
control theory etc., is given in, e.g., [64].
Since delay partial differential equations operate in the space of the unknown
functions on some time interval, they are a part of a wider class of functional
partial differential equations (FPDEs). The book [64] gives extensive insight into
theoretical aspects for functional partial differential equations.
In Chapter 5 of the Thesis, the model equations are the system of coupled
delay differential equations (DDEs), which in turn belong to the wider class of
functional differential equations. The overview on the theory of bifurcations in
functional differential equations is given in, e.g., [34, 65].
A special focus of this Thesis is the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGLE),
which is universal for many types of dynamical systems since it is a normal form
of solution near the onset of Andronov-Hopf bifurcation. In other words, in this
case it serves as an amplitude equation [66, 67]. The role of complex Ginzburg-
Landau equation as an amplitude equation was extensively described in the work
[67]. In the Thesis, we have investigated a more classical case of the cubic CGLE
as well as a specific cubic-quintic CGLE, where the quintic term is introduced to
allow for the existence of stable localized solutions [68].
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This Thesis also deals with the problem of numerical treatment of the complex
systems with delay. Appendix A of the Thesis contains the description of the
package ODDTool that was developed for the simulation of spatially extended and
coupled systems with delay. From the numerical point of view, the treatment of
DPDEs and systems of coupled DDEs is directly connected due to the process
of space discretization which is necessary for the simulation of DPDEs. Indeed,
after the discretization of the spatial variable or the application of discrete Fourier
transform, DPDE is represented as a large system of DDEs and the simulation
of such system is similar to that of many coupled ODEs with delay. The package
which was developed and used for the numerical computations in this Thesis can
be applied to the simulation of the delay PDEs systems as well as coupled DDEs,
including the cases of large delay times.
1.2. Problem statement and approach
Summing up the overview given in the previous section, one can get an impres-
sion of the abundance of open questions in physical, mathematical and numerical
treatment of extended and coupled systems with time-delays. The delayed feed-
back can have an ambivalent impact on those systems, stabilizing, destabilizing
and switching various patterns and dynamical regimes, and while some of the phe-
nomena are already described in a general way, there are numerous open paths
to follow. This Thesis is focused on the dynamics of particular localized states of
extended and coupled dynamical systems with delay and the following questions
and problems are posed:
• Chapters 3 and 4 of the Thesis are devoted to the study of spatially
extended dynamical systems of Ginzburg-Landau type with delayed feed-
back, with a particular emphasis on the dynamics of localized structures.
Here, the following questions are asked and answered: How does the
addition of delayed feedback alter the existing solutions in the system?
Does the delayed feedback with the various strength and phase lead to the
change of the existing solutions or appearance of new solutions via some
previously undescribed bifurcations? What happens in the limit of a large
feedback time?
• In Chapter 5 of the Thesis, the dynamical regimes in the system of
coupled pulse oscillators in the form of a ring of the mode-locked lasers
are investigated. Here, the interplay between the delay-induced dynam-
ics in each solitary laser and coupling of the lasers is responsible for the
emergence of bound pulse trains as well as various synchronized regimes.
This part of the Thesis is aimed at answering the question: How is the
strength and phase of coupling between pulse oscillators responsible for
the creation and bifurcations of synchronized and asynchronous dynami-
cal regimes?
The important methodological feature of this work is the combination of state-
of-the-art methods available to the nonlinear science, particularly in the fields
of pattern formation and delay equations. Over the course of the Thesis, both
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analytical methods (such as multiscale analysis and bifurcation theory) and nu-
merical approaches (direct simulation as well as path continuation) are used to
thoroughly study the delay and delay-free equations of interest.
The nature of the problems itself demands the relatively high computational
power (as the inclusion of the delay into the system adds numerical complexity);
however, they pose theoretical challenges as well. This could sound counter-
intuitive, given the fact that the investigated equations usually do not have ana-
lytical closed representation of the solutions of interest (e.g. the stable localized
structures). Naturally, for the problems addressed in this Thesis, the use of nu-
merical methods cannot be avoided at some point. For each problem, the Thesis
contains derived analytical expressions in form of some combinations of original
equation coefficients and scalar products of eigenfunctions which should be calcu-
lated numerically. The analytical approaches provide the following advantages:
a.) They give the possibility to understand the underlying mechanisms of dy-
namical behavior, b.) Drastically reduce the computational time by predicting
the parameter values for bifurcation thresholds etc., c.) Give the insight into
the possible application of the equations and methods to other types of physical
systems which demonstrate the similar dynamical behavior. Application of bi-
furcation theory supported by the numerical path continuation methods allows
to predict the emergence of the solutions with certain properties. The analytical
treatment of each problem in this Thesis is followed by a numerical simulation of
the systems to validate and illustrate the described phenomena.
1.3. A short guide to the thesis
This Thesis is organized as follows:
• After the Introduction, the essential mathematical definitions and the-
orems are given in Chapter 2.
• Chapter 3 of the Thesis contains the investigation of the existence
and stability of plane wave solutions in cubic and cubic-quintic complex
Ginzburg-Landau equation.
• Chapter 4 is dedicated to the study of stability and bifurcations of
localized solutions in laser with saturable absorber. Newly found results
on the delay-induced instability are also extended for a localized solutions
in Lugiato-Lefever equation as well as complex cubic-quintic Ginzburg-
Landau equation.
• Chapter 5 of the Thesis contains the study of synchronized solutions
and newly discovered bound pulse train regimes in the system of coupled
mode-locked lasers.
• The Summary and Outlook of this work are given in the final Chap-
ter 6 of the Thesis.
• The Appendix A describes the openly accessible package ODDTool for
simulation of ODEs and PDEs with large delay which was developed,
in particular, for the purpose of this work. The Appendix B contains
some additional theorems used in the Thesis.

CHAPTER 2
Elements of theory
This preliminary chapter will introduce some elements of theory of delay differen-
tial equations, especially for the delay PDEs which are relatively modern and less
widespread in the literature. In the main Chapters of the Thesis which follow,
the approach is significantly more applied. However, the results are based on the
application of several fundamental results which are formulated in this Chapter.
The following theoretical aspects are of particular importance for this Thesis:
• The results for the existence, uniqueness and linearized stability principle
of the solutions of the delay partial differential equations.
• The large delay approximation which is instrumental for the first two
main chapters of the Thesis.
• The Fredholm alternative and bilinear form for delay partial differential
equations.
2.1. Delay partial differential equations and their stability
2.1.1. Delay partial differential equations: existence and uniqueness of
solution
In the course of the Thesis we are generally investigating the systems which are
described by delay partial differential equations in the form

∂u
∂t
(x, t) = (d+ i)∆u(x, t) + f (u(x, t), u(x, t− τ)) , t > 0, x ∈ Ω
u(x, t) = 0 or ∂u
∂n
(x, t) = 0, t > 0, x ∈ ∂Ω
u(x, t) = φ(x, t), t = [−τ, 0], x ∈ Ω
(2.1.1)
where u(x, t) is a complex-valued function, τ is a given constant delay time, ∆ is
Laplacian operator, d is non-negative diffusion coefficient, i is an imaginary unit,
nonlinearity f is continuously differentiable, and Ω is a bounded domain in RN
with a smooth boundary ∂Ω ( ∂
∂n
denotes the differentiation in the direction of
the outward normal).
More precisely, this Thesis is focussed on one-dimensional spatially extended
systems with a single space variable x. Note that in numerical computations for
the plane wave solutions of CGLE in Chapter 3, the periodic boundary conditions
are used: [
u(Γ1, t) = u(Γ2, t),
∂u
∂x
(Γ1, t) =
∂u
∂x
(Γ2, t)
]
.
19
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For the localized solutions on zero background which are investigated in Chapter
4, the computations with different boundary conditions were performed yielding
similar results for sufficiently large intervals in x.
Note that system (2.1.1) is equivalent to two coupled real-valued reaction-diffusion
type equations with delay. Here, the results on existence and uniqueness for such
systems are provided. The full theory is extensively formulated in [64] following
[69] and other works on the theory of functional PDEs.
The approach used for the proof of the existence and uniqueness is to reformulate
the problem (2.1.1) as a member of wider class of semilinear abstract functional
differential equations. Let X be a Banach space over the field R or C and C =
C([−τ, 0];X) denote the Banach space of continuous X-valued functions with the
supremum norm ‖·‖. The essential step in reformulating the equation (2.1.1) is
to introduce ut(s) = u(x, t + s),−τ ≤ s ≤ 0. Then, ut is an element of function
space C([−τ, 0];X). One can look at ut as a segment of u on the interval [t− τ, t]
translated back to the initial interval [−τ, 0].
Then Eq. (2.1.1) can be rewritten in a more general form as an abstract semilinear
functional differential equation
{
u˙(t) = Lu(t) + F (ut) , t > 0, x ∈ Ω
u0 = φ ∈ C,
(2.1.2)
where the linear operator L is a closure of L0 in C(Ω¯), which is defined by
L0y = (d+ i)∆y,
y ∈ Dom(L0) =
{
y ∈ C1 (Ω¯) ∩ C2 (Ω) ; y = 0 or ∂y
∂n
= 0 on ∂Ω
}
.
Here, we assume the following conditions:
C1 Let {T (t)}t≥0 be the analytic compact semigroup generated by L (i.e.
Lu = lim
x→0+
[T (t)u−u]/t). Analytic semigroups are a particular kind of
strongly continuous semigroups. The concept of strongly continuous
semigroups can be seen as a generalization of exponential function in
Banach spaces, cf. T (t) = eAt :=
∑∞
k=0
Ak
k!
tk for any bounded linear
operator A.
C2 Let us introduce F (φ)(x) := f(x, φ(x, ·)) and assume F and its deriva-
tives with respect to φ and t be globally Lipschitz continuous.
One can now look at the abstract integral equation and relate its solution to the
solution of the functional differential equation (2.1.2).
Theorem 1. (Existence and uniqueness.) Assume that conditions C1 and C2
hold. Then, for a given φ ∈ C, there exists a unique function u which solves the
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initial value problem for the abstract integral equation{
u(t) = T (t)φ(·, 0) + ∫ t
0
T (t− s)F (us) ds, t ≥ 0
u0 = φ
(2.1.3)
The solution u depends continuously on the initial function φ.
Under the additional assumptions on the initial function φ that φ(0) ∈ Dom(L),
φ˙ ∈ C and φ˙(0−) = Lφ(0)+F (0, φ), the solution u : [0,∞]→ X of integral equa-
tion (2.1.3) is continuously differentiable and satisfies the differential equation
(2.1.2).
The full proof of Theorem 1 for the given assumptions C1 and C2 on L and f
is provided in [64] following the fundamental results from [70, 71]. The global
Lipschitz continuity condition C2 can be relaxed in the case when L generates
a compact semigroup and F is completely continuous, which is satisfied for the
Ginzburg-Landau type delay PDEs which are under consideration in this Thesis.
Moreover, the equations under consideration guarantee the existence of global
solutions, i.e. solutions which are defined for all t ≥ −τ . Note, that there are
results on the existence and uniqueness of solution for various other combinations
of assumptions on L and f which are discussed in, e.g., [72].
Remark 2. The solution of (2.1.3) is called mild solution of (2.1.1) [73]. It
should be noted that in principle the integrated problem (2.1.3) is more general
than differential equation (2.1.1) and In some cases, system (2.1.3) allows for
existence of solution which can be non-differentiable [73, 64] or not belong to
Dom(L) and coincide with the classical solution of (2.1.1) only locally on some
time interval.
2.1.2. Principle of linearized stability
While the existence and uniqueness theorems provide us with the theoretical basis
to search for the solutions, another important task is the analysis of the stability
of the discovered solutions. The stable solutions are often of special interest as
they correspond to desirable stable regimes of operation in e.g. lasers.
To find the stability properties of some solution in nonlinear equation, one can
use the principle of linearized stability:
Theorem 3. (Linearized stability.) Let solution uˆ be an equilibrium of the ab-
stract nonlinear functional differential equation
u˙(t) = Lu(t) + F (ut)
with the same assumptions C1 and C2 on L and F as in Theorem 1. We further
assume that there exists δ > 0 such that F : Bδ (uˆ) → X has Fréchet derivative
at uˆ defined by DF (uˆ) =
∫ 0
−τ dη(θ)φ(θ), φ ∈ C for η : [−τ, 0] → B(X,X) of
bounded variation and Fréchet derivative is locally Lipschitz continuous, where
Bδ (uˆ) = {φ ∈ C; ‖φ− uˆ‖ < δ}.
Then, if all λ ∈ C for which exists y ∈ Dom (L) \{0} such that
(2.1.4) χ(λ)y = Ly − λy +DF (uˆ) (eλ·y) = 0
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have non-positive real part Reλ ≤ 0, the equilibrium uˆ is locally exponentially
stable. In the opposite case, if there exists at least one λ with positive real part,
uˆ is unstable. Here,
(
eλ·y
)
(θ) = eλθ, θ ∈ [−τ, 0]. Equation (2.1.4) is called a
characteristic equation, all λ are called its eigenvalues and y the corresponding
eigenfunctions. The geometric multiplicity of a given eigenvalue λ is given by
dim Kerχ(λ)y.
In the case of single fixed delay τ , the characteristic equation (2.1.4) takes a form
of transcendental eigenvalue problem
(2.1.5) χ(λ)y := −λy + Ay +Be−λτy = 0,
where A and B are the linearizations of the instantaneous and delayed parts of
dynamics correspondingly. The investigation of characteristic equation (2.1.5)
will be an instrumental tool for identifying the stability of solutions of interest
over the course of the Thesis.
Remark 4. Chapter 5 of the Thesis deals with the systems described by the
coupled systems of ODEs with delay, which are a subclass of functional differential
equations. Naturally, the theorems for the existence, uniqueness and stability of
the solutions in this case are formulated in similar way as in the case of delay
PDEs. The theoretical backgrounds for the delay ODEs are significantly more
widespread in the literature than those for delay PDEs and are provided in, e.g.,
[34, 65].
2.2. Large delay approximation
As demonstrated in [64, 74, 75], the fundamental results on existence, uniqueness
and stability properties of the solutions given can be extended to equations with
the infinite delay. This limit case is important in this Thesis, since it allows
the so-called large delay approximation to be used to calculate the approximate
spectrum of delay differential equation for large values of delay. The interest in
large delay is motivated by the fact that in optical systems of my interest delay
time can greatly exceed the internal time scales. The method was first developed
for the systems of delay ODEs. The precise formulation of this method and the
proofs are given in [76, 77, 78]. In what follows, the essentials of the method
which are instrumental to the problems of this Thesis are presented.
To find out if some solution u of nonlinear DDE is stable, one can apply the prin-
ciple of the linearized stability. Let us write down the linearized delay differential
equation in form:
(2.2.1) u˙(t) = A(t)u(t) +B(t)u(t− τ), u ∈ RN ,
where matrices A(t) and B(t) should be considered as the Jacobians with respect
to the instantaneous and the delayed variables for a given stationary, periodic, or
chaotic solution uˆ of a nonlinear DDE.
For a stationary solution uˆ, the stability is then defined by characteristic equation,
which reads
(2.2.2) h(λ, e-λτ ) := det(−λI + A+Be−λτ ) = 0.
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It was proven in [78, 79], that the solutions λ of characteristic equation in the
limit of large delay τ →∞ split into two sets with different scaling properties:
Definition 5. (Instantaneous and strongly unstable spectrum) The instanta-
neous spectrum is the set ΣA = {λ ∈ C, h(λ, 0) = 0}.
In other words, ΣA coincides with the spectrum of the instantaneous part of the
equation, i.e., the equation (2.2.1) without delayed feedback dx/dt = Ax, and
satisfies
(2.2.3) det(A-λI) = 0.
The subset A+ = {λ ∈ ΣA, Re(λ) > 0} is called the strongly unstable asymptotic
spectrum. In the limit of large delay strongly unstable spectrum does not depend
on the exact values of delay time τ .
Definition 6. (Asymptotic continuous spectrum) The asymptotic continuous
spectrum Ac is the set of complex numbers γ+ iξ ∈ C such that h(iξ, e−γ−iΘ) = 0
for some Θ ∈ R.
Here, we are looking for the eigenvalues λ ∈ C which scale in the limit of τ →∞
as
(2.2.4) λ =
γ
τ
+ iξ,
with the real parameters γ and ξ. Inserting this ansatz into Eq. (2.2.2), one
obtains in leading order the equation
(2.2.5) det
(−iξI + A+Be−γe−iΘ) = 0,
where Θ = −ξτ . One can note that for large values of τ the term eiΘ is rapidly
oscillating in ξ. The motivation behind the name asymptotic continuous spectrum
then is clear: if we have γ0 + iξ0 ∈ Ac and the corresponding value of Θ0, and
∂2h(iξ0, e
−γ0−iΘ0) 6= 0 (which is generally the case), then a whole curve γ(ξ) +
iΘ(ξ) satisfies h(iξ, e−γ(ξ)−iΘ(ξ)) = 0 for ξ ≈ ξ0. Therefore, Θ can be considered
as an artificial phase parameter and determine the solutions to Eq. (2.2.5) along
the curve in the (γ, ξ)-plane that is parametrized by Θ and not dependent on the
exact delay time τ .
Then, the following Theorem [78, 77] applies:
Theorem 7. (Stability/Instability for large delay). The stationary solution uˆ
of equation (2.2.1) is exponentially stable for all sufficiently large τ if all of the
following conditions hold:
S-1 (No strong instability) all elements of the instantaneous spectrum ΣA have
negative real part (this implies in particular that the strongly unstable spectrum
A+ is empty), and
S-2 (Weak stability) The asymptotic continuous spectrum Ac is contained in
{z ∈ C : Re z < 0}.
The solution uˆ is exponentially unstable for all sufficiently large delay times τ if
one of the following conditions holds:
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U-1 (Strong instability) the strongly unstable spectrum A+ is non-empty, or
U-2 (Weak instability) a non-empty subset of the asymptotic continuous spec-
trum Ac has positive real part.
Note that in [78], Theorem 7 is formulated and proven for periodic solutions and
can be extended to the case of the stationary solutions. Following e.g. [76], the
Theorem 7 can be reformulated in the following practical way which is suitable
to application for the tasks of this Thesis.
In short, the spectrum which defines the instability of solution in the equa-
tion with large delay can be decomposed into two parts with different scaling
properties with respect to τ : asymptotic continuous spectrum, which scales as
Re(λ) ∼ 1/τ , and strongly unstable spectrum, which scales as Re(λ) ∼ 1 for
large τ . Both parts of asymptotic spectrum do not depend on particular value of
τ and lead to different destabilization scenarios.
The calculation of strongly unstable spectrum simply follows from Eq. (2.2.3).
As for the calculation of asymptotic continuous spectrum, one can introduce
Y (ξ) = e−γe−iΘ and rewrite Eq. (2.2.5) as
(2.2.6) det (−iξI + A+BY ) = 0.
Then, the equation (2.2.6) can be solved for a range of ξ and the real parts of the
elements of asymptotic continuous spectrum can be found as
γ(ξ) = − ln |Y (ξ)|.
The calculation of these curves is extremely simplified with respect to the original
problem and moreover is independent of the delay time parameter τ . To recover
the location of the eigenvalues one has to regard the scaling ansatz (2.2.4). Addi-
tionally, one needs some information about the actual positions of the eigenvalues
along this curve. It is sufficient to notice that, to leading order, the distance of
eigenvalues along the curves behaves like 2pik/τ (for more details, see [76, 77, 78]).
This shows that, using the scaling (2.2.4), in the limit of large τ the eigenvalues
accumulate along the curves given by Eq. (2.2.5), while their distance tends to
zero. This is the reason why the set of eigenvalues behaving in this way is called
asymptotic continuous spectrum. Later in the Thesis, it will be demonstrated
by the numerical calculations of the exact spectrum for the specific solutions of
delay ODEs and PDEs that the distance between eigenvalues scales inversely
proportional to the delay time.
Remark 8. When γ(ξ) becomes positive for certain intervals of ξ, different desta-
bilization scenarios appear, which depend on the way how the pseudo-continuous
spectral curve γ(ξ) crosses the imaginary axis. The corresponding classification
for the case of ODEs with large delay was reported in [76].
In this Thesis, the large delay approximation is used to study the stability prop-
erties of spatially extended systems described by PDEs with large delay. In this
case, instead of the characteristic equation (2.2.2), one should look at the tran-
scendental eigenvalue problem (2.1.5) and then apply the same steps as in the de-
lay ODE case. In a similar fashion to Eq. (2.2.6), one can introduce Y = e−γe−iΘ
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and instead of the computationally cumbersome equation (2.1.5), has to solve a
series of the generalized eigenvalue problems for eigenpairs (Y = e−γe−iΘ,Ψ) with
different values of ξ:
−(iξ + A)Ψ = −BYΨ.
The asymptotic continuous spectral curves which approximate the exact eigen-
values for large delays are then given by γ(ξ) = − ln |Y (ξ)|.
In contrary to the ODE case, for PDEs the alternative approach to solution of
transcendental problem which involves the calculation of Lambert W functions
[80] is generally not applicable, that means the reduction of the computational
time needed for computation of the spectrum by the large delay approximation
is even more substantial.
To our knowledge, this is the first case of application of the large delay approx-
imation to delay PDEs. The classification of the instabilities then follows the
aforementioned one for ODEs [76]. The feasibility and correctness of approach
will be demonstrated in Chapter 4 of the Thesis by comparison of the strongly
unstable spectrum and asymptotic continuous spectrum curves with exact eigen-
values numerically calculated for large delay time.
2.3. Fredholm alternative and bilinear form for delay partial
differential equations
In the course of the analytical investigations in this Thesis the following mathe-
matical problem is encountered several times: after the application of multiscale
analysis method to the model equations, one arrives to the non-homogenous equa-
tion for the first order correction to the solution. This implies the application of
the Fredholm alternative (also known as the alternative theorem [64]). It is well-
known that in the case of delay ordinary differential equations, the Fredholm
alternative is a powerful tool for the investigation of boundary-value problems
[34]. It was successfully applied to study analytically the localized solutions in
spatially extended systems [81, 82] and coupled systems with delay [83]. Here,
the Fredholm alternative for the particular cases of delay (functional) partial
differential equations treated in this Thesis is formulated.
Let us consider the abstract non-homogenous linear functional differential equa-
tion
(2.3.1) u˙(t)− Lu(t)− F (ut) = ψ
where ut, ψ∈C([−τ, 0];X), L : X → X and linear operator F : C([0, τ ];X)→ X
is given by
F (φ) =
∫ 0
−τ
dη(θ)φ(θ),
where η : [−τ, 0]→ B(X,X) is of bounded variation.
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We are looking for the solution of system (2.3.1) φ∈C([−τ, 0];X) as the solution
of non-homogeneous equation Aφ = ψ, where A : C → C is defined by
Dom(A) = {φ ∈ C; φ˙ ∈ C, φ(0) ∈ Dom(L) and
φ˙−(0) = Lφ(0) +
∫ 0
−τ
dη(θ)φ(θ)},(2.3.2)
(Aφ)(θ) = φ˙(θ), −τ ≤ θ ≤ 0.
It is proven in [64], thatA is the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup generated
by the homogenous system
(2.3.3) u˙(t) = Lu(t) + F (ut) .
Let X ′ be the dual space of X and C ′ = C([0, τ ];X ′). In what follows, L′ :
X ′ → X ′ and η′ : [−τ, 0]→ B(X ′, X ′) are the dual operators to L and η, η′ is of
bounded variation [64].
Let us then introduce the operator A′ : C ′ → C ′ defined by:
Dom(A′) = {α ∈ C; α˙ ∈ C, α(0) ∈ Dom(L′) and
−α˙(0) = L′α(0) +
∫ 0
−τ
dη′(θ)α(-θ)},(2.3.4)
(−A′α)(s) = −α˙(s), 0 ≤ s ≤ τ.
The system generated by the operator A′ (2.3.4) is called adjoint to the system
(2.3.3), see the detailed discussion of adjoint systems in case of FDEs in e.g. [34].
Finally, we introduce the bilinear form 〈·, ·〉 from C×C ′ to the scalar field, which
is defined as follows:
(2.3.5) 〈φ, α〉 = (φ(0), α(0))−
∫ 0
−τ
∫ θ
0
(dη(θ)φ(ξ), α(ξ − θ)) dξ,
where (x, x′) = x′(x) for x∈C and x′∈C ′. It is proven in [64], that for the bilinear
form (2.3.5) operator A′ satisfies the equality 〈Aφ, α〉 = 〈φ,A′α〉.
Note, that non-zero eigenfunctions y ∈ Ker(A−λI) have the form y(t) = y(0)eλt
[64], where y(0) can be found by solving characteristic equation
∆(λ)y(0) =
[
L− λI +
∫ 0
−τ
dη(θ)eλθ
]
y(0) = 0,
and, similarly, 0 6= α ∈ Ker(A′ − λI) have the form α(t) = α(0)e−λt, where α(0)
is obtained by solving characteristic equation for the adjoint problem
∆(λ)α =
[
L′ − λI +
∫ 0
−τ
dη
′
(θ)eλθ
]
α(0) = 0.
Now, the Fredholm alternative for system (2.3.1) can be formulated:
Theorem 9. (Fredholm alternative [Alternative theorem [64]] for FPDE.) Sup-
pose ∆(λ) has closed range and ψ ∈ C. A non-homogeneous equation (A−λI)φ =
ψ has a nontrivial solution φ if and only if 〈ψ, α〉 = 0 for all α ∈ Ker(A′ − λI).
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One can refer once again for the proof of Theorem 9 to [64]. The proof follows
from the application of Closed Range Theorem [84, 85], see the Appendix B.
Note that in the case of equation with single delay τ and delayed linear operator
B, the bilinear form (2.3.5) reads as follows:
〈φ, α〉 = (φ(0), α(0))−
∫ 0
−τ
(Bφ(ξ), α(ξ + τ)) dξ.
For the case of DDEs, see [34, 28, 65], where the Fredholm alternative is for-
mulated with corresponding bilinear form introduced in the similar manner. In
Chapter 5 of the Thesis we use a special kind of the solvability condition (Fred-
holm alternative) for the case of the DDE with the periodic coefficients [28, 34],
see the Appendix B.

CHAPTER 3
Complex Ginzburg-Landau equation with delayed feedback
3.1. Introduction
The complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGLE) plays an important role in mod-
elling of various natural phenomena including nonlinear optical waves, second-
order phase transitions, Rayleigh-Bénard convection, and superconductivity [86,
87]. It is an amplitude equation describing the onset of instability near an
Andronov-Hopf bifurcation in spatially extended dynamical systems [66]. In
nonlinear optics, equations of CGLE type are widely used to describe such phe-
nomena as mode-locking in lasers [88, 89, 90], short pulse propagation in optical
transmission lines [91], dynamics of multimode lasers, and transverse pattern for-
mation in nonlinear optical media [92, 93]. While classical cubic CGLE describes
a supercritical bifurcation, in the case of subcritical instability this equation is
augmented with the fifth-order terms to allow the existence of stable pulselike
solutions [94, 95].
In this Thesis we focus on one-dimensional delayed cubic-quintic CGLE for the
complex amplitude A(x, t)
(3.1.1)
∂tA =
(
β +
i
2
)
∂xxA+ δA+ (+ i) |A|2A+ (µ+ iν) |A|4A+ ηeiϕA(x, t− τ).
The parameter β > 0 is the diffusion coefficient, second-order dispersion (diffrac-
tion) is scaled to 1/2, and δ describes the linear loss or gain. Parameters ,
µ, and ν determine the shape of the nonlinearity. In particular, there are two
qualitatively different cases:  > 0 and  < 0 corresponding to destabilizing and
stabilizing role of the cubic nonlinearity. Equivalently, this leads to either subcrit-
ical or supercritical destabilization mechanisms for the homogeneous steady state
A = 0. In this work, we take the values ε < 0, µ = ν = 0 for the supercritical
case (cubic CGLE), and ε > 0, µ < 0 for the subcritical case. Parameters η and ϕ
determine the feedback rate and phase, respectively, whereas τ is the delay time.
Model equation (3.1.1) can describe, for instance, a broad area optical system
with delayed optical feedback [96, 60]. Notice that in the absence of delayed feed-
back term, η = 0, Eq. (3.1.1) becomes the classical cubic-quintic CGLE [86, 97].
On the other hand, without spatial derivative ∂xxA = 0, Eq. (3.1.1) reduces to
the normal form of the Hopf bifurcation with delayed feedback, which was stud-
ied recently in [53, 49, 98, 99, 100, 101] mainly in relation to the problem of the
control of periodic solutions.
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Although CGLE possesses a variety of different solutions [68, 102, 87, 67], in
this part of the Thesis the focus is on the simplest plane waves of the form
A = a0e
iqx+iωt. The stability of the trivial homogeneous solution A = 0 is studied
as well. The localized solutions (cavity solitons) in the Ginzburg-Landau type
equations (with the extension to the original delayed cubic-quintic CGLE (3.1.1))
are the subject of next chapter of the Thesis.
Criteria of the stability of plane wave solutions in the quintic CGLE without delay
were briefly described in [97]. The stabilization of plane waves in one-dimensional
and two-dimensional cubic CGLE by a combination of spatially shifted and tem-
porally delayed non-invasive feedback was investigated in [103, 104] for the case
when delay time and space shift are in the resonance with plane wave spatial
and temporal wavenumbers. In this Chapter of he Thesis, we study cubic-quintic
CGLE (as well as cubic CGLE as a special case) with arbitrary delay time and
phase of the feedback, including the long delay limit case. For small delay times,
there appears a single plane wave for every allowed spatial wavenumber q. The
local stability of such solutions can be studied by calculating a dispersion relation
for a given plane wave solution [97]. As time delay becomes comparable or longer
than the characteristic time scale in the system, the number of plane waves for
each admissible wavenumber grows linearly with τ . Moreover, the stability of each
plane wave is no longer determined by a single classical dispersion relation, but
a set of dispersion relations, which correspond to various “delay-induced modes”.
This set of dispersion relations is conveniently described using the methods from
[76, 105, 77, 78, 32] by adding an additional dimension to the dispersion relation
and studying a so-called “hybrid dispersion relation”, which is a function of two
arguments. Performing such a stability analysis, one can identify a large set of
emerging asymptotically stable plane waves. Another contribution of this part of
the Thesis is that we present a way how one can conveniently describe and visual-
ize the whole set of plane waves (or other solutions) and their stability in system
(3.1.1). As an interesting observation, one can find out that the branches of plane
waves exhibit a snaking behavior as the linear gain parameter δ is changed.
This Chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 starts with the stability anal-
ysis of the homogeneous solution A = 0. In addition, in this section the first
time in this Thesis the large delay approximation is introduced. This approxi-
mation technique will be used in a technically more elaborated way in Section
3 of this Chapter, where the existence and stability of the plane wave solutions
A = a0e
iqx+iωt are studied, and then later in the Thesis. Finally, the discussion
on the results of this Chapter is given in Section 4.
3.2. Stability analysis of the homogeneous solution
3.2.1. The case without delayed feedback
This section starts with the stability analysis of the trivial homogeneous steady
state solution A(x, t) = 0. Let me briefly recall the case when the feedback is
absent, i.e. η = 0 [97, 103]. By substituting the perturbations of the form eiqx+λt
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in the linearized equation, one obtains the characteristic equation
(3.2.1) χ(λ) = λ− δ +
(
β +
i
2
)
q2 = 0.
Here q is a spatial wavenumber of the perturbation and λ determines the growth
rate. The corresponding dispersion relation reads
λ(q) = δ −
(
β +
i
2
)
q2.
When all the eigenvalues λ(q) have negative real parts, the homogeneous solution
is asymptotically stable. Since β is positive, one can conclude that the trivial
solution is unstable for δ > 0 and stable if δ < 0. The most unstable wavenumber
is q = 0.
3.2.2. The case of delay τ
For nonzero feedback rate the characteristic equation for the homogeneous solu-
tion becomes
(3.2.2) χ1(λ) = λ− δ − ηeiϕe−λτ +
(
β +
i
2
)
q2 = 0.
The Andronov-Hopf bifurcation curves in the parameter plane (η, δ) can be found
in a parametric form. To this end one can substitute λ = iω into characteristic
equation (3.2.2)
(3.2.3) iω − δ − ηeiϕe−iωτ +
(
β +
i
2
)
q2 = 0.
By separating real and imaginary parts of equation (3.2.3), two relations are
obtained
(3.2.4) η(ω) =
q2
2
+ ω
sin(ϕ− ωτ) , δ(ω) = βq
2 −
cos(ϕ− ωτ)
(
q2
2
+ ω
)
sin(ϕ− ωτ)
defining the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation curves with the imaginary part of the
critical eigenvalue ω being a free parameter. Figure 3.2.1 shows these bifurcation
curves in the plane of two parameters, linear gain δ and feedback rate η. The
stability region of the trivial solution where real parts of all the eigenvalues λ(q)
are negative is shown in gray. A destabilization with respect to a given wavenum-
ber q takes place when crossing the boundary of this region from inside. Figures
3.2.1(a,b) present the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation curves for the wavevector q = 0
at different values of the feedback phase, see also [106, 103]. For non-zero values
of q, the instability region shifts to higher values of δ, as shown in Fig. 3.2.1(c).
Therefore, the destabilization of the trivial homogeneous steady state first oc-
curs at the most unstable wavenumber q = 0. For larger delay times the set of
bifurcation curves becomes more dense, as it is seen from Fig. 3.2.1(d).
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Figure 3.2.1. Andronov-Hopf bifurcation curves for the trivial
homogeneous solution A = 0 of Eq. (3.1.1) in (δ, η) plane. The
curves are given in a parametric form (3.2.4). Stability region of the
solution A = 0 where the real part of the eigenvalue corresponding
to the most unstable mode q = 0 is negative is shown in gray.
Parameter values: (a) τ = 25, q = 0, ϕ = 0, (b) τ = 25, q =
0, ϕ = pi/2, (c) τ = 25, q = 1, ϕ = 0, (d) τ = 100, q = 0, ϕ = 0.
In all figures β = 0.5.
3.2.3. The case of large delay
Delay time τ for optical systems can exceed the internal time scales of the system
by several orders of magnitude [40, 50, 58, 107]. To study this case, one can use
the asymptotic technique of large delay approximation [76, 105, 77, 78] described
in Chapter 2. As seen before, there are two types of delay-induced instabilities:
strong instability and weak instability. Strong instability appears when there
exists an eigenvalue (or Lyapunov exponent, for the periodic or chaotic case),
which tends to some constant value λ(τ) → λ0 with Re[λ0] > 0 as time delay
increases. In this case, the contribution of the term e−λτ in the characteristic
equation (3.2.2) can be neglected and we arrive to the following condition for the
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strong instability of the mode with the wavenumber q
λ0 = δ +
(
β +
i
2
)
q2 > 0.
This instability condition coincides, in fact, with that for the feedback-free case.
The most unstable mode q = 0 gives the condition for the strong instability of
the solution A = 0:
(3.2.5) δ > 0.
Another type of instability, the weak one, can be described by a pseudo-continuous
spectrum of eigenvalues, which scales as
(3.2.6) λ =
γ(ξ)
τ
+ iξ,
in the limit τ →∞. More specifically, it was proved in [77, 78] that this spectrum
is converging to a set of continuous curves (3.2.6) parametrized by ξ. Moreover,
the leading terms of the real parts γ(ξ) can be found explicitly by substituting
(3.2.6) into the characteristic equation (3.2.2) and neglecting small terms of order
1/τ . In our case, one obtains the equation
(3.2.7) iξ − δ − ηeiϕe−γe−iξτ +
(
β +
i
2
)
q2 = 0,
which is solved explicitly with respect to γ:
(3.2.8) γ(ξ, q) = −1
2
ln
(δ − βq2)2 + (ξ + 1
2
q2
)2
η2
.
In Eq. (3.2.8), we write an additional argument q, which indicates the dependence
of the real part (rescaled by 1/τ) of the eigenvalues on the wavenumber. The
function γ of two arguments extends naturally the dispersion relation, which is
used [1] for partial differential equations without delayed feedback. Indeed, for
a fixed ξ, the relation (3.2.8) determines the stability of the homogeneous state
with respect to the perturbations with the wavenumber q, i.e. it is the dispersion
relation. The new variable ξ stands for the delay induced modes, which appear
additionally due to the delay. The homogeneous solution is locally asymptotically
stable when γ(ξ, q) < 0.
Figure 3.2.2 shows the surfaces of γ(ξ, q) calculated for different parameters. The
red curve shows the level line γ = 0 given by the relation
(3.2.9)
(
δ − βq2)2 + (q2
2
+ ξ
)2
= η2.
Equation (3.2.9) defines an ellipse in ξ and q2 coordinates. The trivial solution
A = 0 is unstable if at least part of the ellipse lies in the half-plane q2 > 0. Simple
calculations show that, for β > 0, this is equivalent to the condition
(3.2.10) δ > −|η|.
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Hence, the inequality (3.2.10) gives the weak instability condition for the solu-
tion A = 0, see Fig. 3.2.3. The corresponding critical wave numbers ξc and qc
correspond to the maximum of the quantity γ(ξ, q). For δ ≤ 0, one has qc = 0
and ξc = 0. Under the condition
(3.2.11) δ > |η|
there are two separated regions of unstable wavenumbers ξ and q, for which
γ(ξ, q) > 0, see Fig. 3.2.2(a). These regions are symmetric with respect to the
ξ-axis, q = 0. Otherwise, when only first of the two inequalities, (3.2.10) and
(3.2.11), is satisfied, there is a single symmetric region of unstable wavenumbers,
see Fig. 3.2.2(b). The boundary defined by the inequality (3.2.11) is shown in
Fig. 3.2.3 by a dashed line. Figure 3.2.2(c) illustrates the case when the eigenvalue
spectrum is located in the left half-plane of the complex plane, γ(ξ, q) < 0, and
the homogeneous state A = 0 is stable.
The complete bifurcation diagram for the homogeneous state in the case of long
delay is summarized in Fig. 3.2.3, where the regions of strong and weak instability
are shown. It is instructive to compare this bifurcation diagram obtained in the
limit τ → 0 with the exact bifurcation curves for different values of τ shown at
Figs. 3.2.1(a,b,d).
3.3. Plane wave solutions
This Section proceeds with the study of existence and stability of plane wave
solutions A = a0eiqx+iωt of Eq. (3.1.1). As for the homogeneous solution, we
start with the case without delayed feedback in Sec. 3.3.1, and then consider the
case with finite delay in Sec. 3.3.2. Further, in Sec. 3.3.3 the limit of a large
delay time τ is investigated analytically, which allows for a deeper insight into
the stability properties of plane wave solutions as compared to the arbitrary τ
case. Finally, in Sec. 3.3.4 the results of numerical simulations are presented.
3.3.1. The case without delayed feedback
Substituting A = a0eiqx+iωt into Eq. (3.1.1), we obtain the relation between
the unknown amplitude a0, wavenumber q, and frequency ω of the plane wave
solution:
(3.3.1) iω = −
(
β +
i
2
)
q2 + δ + (+ i) a20 + (µ+ iν) a
4
0.
Due to the symmetry property of the CGLE A→ −A, this equation is symmetric
under the reflection a0 → −a0. Hence, one can restrict the analysis to the case
a0 ≥ 0. The real and imaginary parts of Eq. (3.3.1) give the expressions for the
amplitude a20(q) and the frequency ω(q) at a given wavenumber q:
(3.3.2) a20(q) =
−±√2 − 4µ(δ − βq2)
2µ
, ω(q) = −q
2
2
+ a20(q) + νa
4
0(q).
In particular, for the cubic CGLE (supercritical case with µ = ν = 0) one obtains
(3.3.3) a20(q) =
√
βq2 − δ

, ω(q) = −q
2
2
+
βq2 − δ

.
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Figure 3.2.2. Contour plots of dispersion relation γ(ξ, q), given
by Eq. (3.2.8) for the homogeneous state A = 0 at large τ . Here
ξ and q stand for the delay induced and the spatial wavenumber
of the perturbations. If γ < 0 for all ξ and q and no strong in-
stability occurs, the homogeneous state is stable. Parameter val-
ues: (a) unstable case with two regions of unstable wavenumbers:
δ = 0.3, η = 0.2, (b) unstable case with one unstable region:
δ = −0.2, η = 0.3, (c) stable case: δ = −0.3, η = 0.2. Red curve
shows the level lines γ = 0. In all figures β = 0.5.
Figures 3.3.1 (a) and (b) show the amplitude of the plane wave a0(δ) as a function
of the gain parameter δ for the supercritical and subcritical case, respectively. The
branch of plane wave solutions with a given q emerges from the homogeneous
state via Hopf bifurcation at δ = βq2. For the parameter values of Fig. 3.3.1(b)
corresponding to the quintic CGLE, it bifurcates subcritically from A = 0 and
undergoes a fold bifurcation at δ = 2
4µ
+ βq2.
Note that plane wave solutions of the CGLE without delay in supercritical case
show the classical Benjamin-Feir scenario [97, 87]. Let us shortly discuss the
stability of plane waves in the subcritical case of the quintic CGLE. Although the
main ideas of this analysis are known from e.g. [97], there are still some details,
which are not explained in [97], but are important for our further analysis. The
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Strong and weak 
instab.
η
Figure 3.2.3. Bifurcation diagram of the homogeneous solution
A = 0 in the parameter plane (δ, η) for large delay times. The
diagram shows the region of stability (gray), weak and strong in-
stability (light gray and white, respectively).
Figure 3.3.1. Amplitude of plane wave solutions a0(δ) versus pa-
rameter δ in the absence of the delay, given by Eqs. (3.3.3) and
(3.3.2), for different spatial wavenumbers q. (a) Supercritical case,
 = −1, µ = ν = 0. (b) Subcritical case,  = 1, µ = −1, ν = −0.1.
In all plots β = 0.5.
perturbed plane wave solutions have the form
(3.3.4) A(x, t) = (a0 + ap)eiqx+iωt,
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where
(3.3.5) ap = a+eikx+λt + a¯−e−ikx+λt
is a small perturbation term with a growth rate λ. Here λ¯ and a¯ denote com-
plex conjugation, and k stands for different perturbation modes. Substitution of
(3.3.4) into CGLE (3.1.1) with η = 0 and linearization in ap yields
∂tap + iω (a0 + ap) =
(
β +
i
2
)(
∂xxap + 2iq∂xap − q2(a0 + ap)
)
+ δ (a0 + ap) +
+ (+ i)
(
a30 + 2a
2
0ap + a
2
0ap
)
+ (µ+ iν)
(
a50 + 3a
2
0ap + 2a
2
0ap
)
.(3.3.6)
After substituting (3.3.5) into (3.3.6) and using Eq. (3.3.1) one obtains an equa-
tion involving two linearly independent functions eikx+λt and e−ikx+λt. Requiring
that the coefficients at these functions are zero, one arrives at a system of linear
equations for the unknowns a− and a+:
M
(
a+
a−
)
= 0
with
(3.3.7) M =

λ+
(
β + i2
) (
k2 + 2kq
)− − (+ i) a20 − 2 (µ+ iν) a40
− (+ i) a20 − 2 (µ+ iν) a40
λ+
(
β − i2
) (
k2 − 2kq)−
− (− i) a20 − 2 (µ− iν) a40 − (− i) a20 − (µ− iν) a40
 .
Since one is interested in non-trivial solutions (a+, a−), the characteristic equation
for the perturbation growth rate λ(k) is obtained by setting detM = 0:
λ2 + 2
(
ikq + βk2 − a20 − 2µa40
)
λ− 2 ((ν + 2µβ) k2 + 2 (µ− 2νβ) ikq) a40 +
− ((1 + 2β) k2 + 2 (− 2β) ikq) a20 + (4β2 + 1) (k4/4 + k2q2) = 0.(3.3.8)
Solutions λ(k) can now be found explicitly and the maximum of their real parts
determines the stability of plane waves. As it is seen from Fig. 3.3.2 the plane
waves are stable for larger values of δ and become modulationally unstable with
the decrease of δ. This instability appears when the real part of the derivative
∂kkλ(0) changes its sign from negative to positive, see insets (a) and (b) in Fig.
3.3.2.
The threshold of the modulational instability is given by the condition <[∂kkλ(0)] =
0. For small k (long-wavelength limit) the Taylor expansion of λ(k) reads
(3.3.9) λ(k) =
(
−C3
C1
− q
)
ik +
(
− C
2
3
128C31
− C
2
2
C1
− β
)
k2 +O(k3),
where C1 = a20 + 2µa40, C2 = 16β2q2 + 4a20 + 8νa40 and C3 = 64β3q3 − 4βqC2. In
particular, the stability boundary ∂kkλ(0) = 0 is given by
(3.3.10)
C23
128C31
+
C22
C1
+ β = 0.
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Figure 3.3.2. Amplitude of plane wave solutions a0(δ) in quin-
tic CGLE (3.1.1) in the absence of the delay for different spatial
wavenumbers q. Stability domain is shown in gray. Insets show
the real part of the growth rate λ(k) for selected plane waves (solid
and dotted lines correspond to upper and lower branches of solu-
tions, respectively). (a) δ = 0.1, q = 0, a0 ' 1.04, stable case,
(b) δ = −0.2, q = 0, a0 ' 0.85, unstable case. Other parameters:
β = 0.5,  = 1, µ = −1, and ν = −0.1.
Figure 3.3.2 shows the amplitude a0 of plane wave solutions versus δ for different
wavenumbers q along with the examples of <[λ(k)] for stable an unstable cases
respectively. Stable solutions are depicted by solid lines and the stable domain is
shown in gray. The first zero wavenumber plane wave solution A = a0eiωt with
q = 0, a20 = [−±
√
2 − 4µδ]/2µ, and ω = a20 + νa40 is stable for
(3.3.11) δ >
4β (β+ 2βµ+ ν + 1) + 2(2βµ+ ν + 1)
4(2βµ+ ν)2
.
With the further increase of δ, stable plane wave solutions with q2 > 0 appear.
3.3.2. Case of delay τ
Description of the set of plane wave solutions
Substituting A = a0eiqx+iωt into CGLE with delayed feedback (3.1.1) one obtains
the equation connecting the amplitude a0, frequency ω, and wavenumber q of the
plane waves
(3.3.12) iω = −
(
β +
i
2
)
q2 + δ + (+ i) a20 + (µ+ iν) a
4
0 + ηe
iϕe−iωτ .
After separating real and imaginary parts of (3.3.12), one obtains
0 = −βq2 + δ + a20 + µa40 + η cos(ωτ − ϕ),(3.3.13)
ω = −q
2
2
+ a20 + νa
4
0 − η sin(ωτ − ϕ).(3.3.14)
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Figure 3.3.3. Amplitudes a0 and frequencies ω of plane wave
solutions as a function of δ, defined by Eq. (3.3.15). Black
curve indicates the branch of plane wave solutions (defined by
(3.3.13)–(3.3.14)) for τ = 25 and ϕ = 0. Other parameters:
q = 0, η = 0.5, β = 0.5,  = 1, µ = −1, and ν = −0.1. Red
curve shows the cross-section of the tube by the plane of the fixed
parameter δ = 0.4.
In the coordinates (δ, ω, a0), the set of solutions of Eqs. (3.3.13)–(3.3.14) for each
q lies on the surface which is implicitly defined by the following equation
(3.3.15)
(−βq2 + δ + a20 + µa40)2 + (ω + q22 − a20 − νa40
)2
= η2,
obtained from Eqs. (3.3.13)–(3.3.14) by eliminating ωτ −ϕ. This set has a tube-
like structure, topologically equivalent to a cylinder (see Fig. 3.3.3). Indeed, one
can introduce the parametric curve (δ˜(a0), ω˜(a0)) with δ˜(a0) = βq2 − a20 − µa40
and ω˜(a0) = −q2/2 + a20 + νa40, so that Eq. (3.3.15) becomes
(3.3.16) (δ − δ˜(a0))2 + (ω − ω˜(a0))2 = η2
and defines a surface of the tube. Its cross-section for a fixed value of a0 is a
circle with the diameter η. For a fixed control parameter δ, the cross-section can
have more elaborate form, see Fig. 3.3.3.
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In order to analyze how the number of plane waves depends on the delay time τ ,
the following equation for ω can be obtained from (3.3.14) and (3.3.13):
(3.3.17) ω =
2pin
τ
+
1
τ
F (ω), n ∈ Z
where
F (ω) := ϕ+ arctan
[(
−ω − q
2
2
+ a20 + νa
4
0
)
/
(
βq2 − δ − a20 − µa40
)]
.
For large τ , this equation has a unique solution ωn for any n and all values of
the parameters, for which the denominator in the expression for F (ω) is not zero.
This solution is given by
ωn =
2pin
τ
+
1
τ
F
(
2pin
τ
)
+O(1/τ 2).
The distances between the adjacent solutions ωn+1−ωn = 2pi/τ+O(1/τ 2) decrease
for large τ and the solutions fill the whole admissible interval of ω. The number
of solutions grows linearly with τ .
Another possibility is to find the set of exact solutions of system of equations
(3.3.13)–(3.3.14) with help of numerical methods. Solving (3.3.13) with respect
to a20 and substituting the result into (3.3.14), one obtains the equation for the
frequencies ω of the plane waves
0 = f± (ω) = ω +
q2
2
+(3.3.18)
+
±√2 − 4µ (δ − βq2 + η cos (ωτ − ϕ))
2µ
−
−
ν
(
±√2 − 4µ (δ − βq2 + η cos (ωτ − ϕ)))2
4µ2
+ η sin (ωτ − ϕ) ,
which can be studied numerically for any fixed value of the delay τ . The func-
tions f±(ω) are shown on Fig. 3.3.4. In particular, with the increase of τ the
functions f± (ω) oscillate faster and number of solutions grows. This corresponds
to a general result obtained in [108] stating that in the limit of large delay the
number of periodic solutions increases linearly with τ . Eventually the solutions
fill the curves defined by relation (3.3.15). Figure (3.3.5) shows the exact solutions
(a0, ω) for increasing delay time τ as points on these curves. It is interesting to
remark the strong analogy between the curve (3.3.15) of the plane wave solutions
and the ellipse of external cavity modes appearing in rate equation models for
semiconductor lasers with time delayed feedback, where the notion is frequently
used [109, 110, 105, 40, 111, 112].
Let us consider the effect of the feedback phase ϕ, which shifts the function f± (ω),
see Fig. 3.3.4. For small delay times, when f± (ω) oscillates slowly, the role of
ϕ is pronounced since a few of individual solutions are moved along the curve
a0(ω) and new solutions can be born. As τ increases, the overall number of plane
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wave solutions becomes large, thus diminishing the effect of the feedback phase,
as shown in Figs. 3.3.4(b) and 3.3.5(b).
Figure 3.3.4. Zeros of functions f± (ω) determine frequencies ω
of plane waves. f± (ω) are calculated from Eq. (3.3.18) for (a)
τ = 5 and (b) τ = 50. Solid lines: ϕ = 0, dashed lines: ϕ = pi.
Other parameters: q = 0, δ = 0.4, η = 0.5, β = 0.5,  = 1, µ = −1,
and ν = −0.1.
Figure 3.3.5. Amplitudes a0 and frequencies ω of plane wave so-
lutions for fixed δ = 0.4. The solutions are located on curves deter-
mined by Eq. (3.3.15) (solid lines), which are independent of the
delay τ . Exact plane wave solutions for different values of τ are
shown by points: (a) τ = 5, (b) τ = 50. Red points: ϕ = 0, blue
points: ϕ = pi. Other parameters: q = 0, η = 0.5, β = 0.5,  = 1,
µ = −1, and ν = −0.1.
Even though exact values of a0 and ω for any fixed set of parameters can only
be computed numerically, the branches of plane wave solutions versus parameter
δ can be obtained explicitly in a parametric form (a0 (ω) , δ (ω)). Namely, the
amplitude a0(ω) is the solution of Eq. (3.3.14). Substituting a0(ω) into Eq.
(3.3.13) and solving the resulting equation for δ, one obtains an expression for
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δ(ω). As a result, the branches of plane waves have the parametric form
a0(ω) :=
{
solution of ν
(
a20
)2
+ a20 − η sin(ωτ − ϕ)− ω −
q2
2
= 0
}
,(3.3.19)
δ(ω) := βq2 − a20(ω)− µa40(ω)− η cos(ωτ − ϕ).
The branches of plane wave solutions obtained using this procedure are shown in
Fig. 3.3.6 and Fig. 3.3.7 for cubic and quintic CGLE, respectively. Interestingly,
the branches have the form of snaking curves, which are constrained between two
“limiting” branches (3.3.2) (red and blue curves in Figs. 3.3.6-3.3.7), which can
be obtained by setting τ = 0, ϕ = 0 and τ = 0, ϕ = pi, respectively. One can
see that the increase of τ leads to even more dense snaking of the curve (Fig.
3.3.6(b)), whereas the increase of q shifts the branches to the right.
Figure 3.3.6. Amplitudes a0 (δ) and frequencies ω (δ) of plane
wave solutions in cubic CGLE with delayed feedback for (a) τ = 5,
q = 0, (b) τ = 50, q = 1. Solid black lines: ϕ = 0, dotted lines:
ϕ = pi. The enveloping red and blue lines are the branches of plane
waves solutions for τ = 0, ϕ = pi and τ = 0, ϕ = 0, respectively.
Other parameters: η = 0.2, β = 0.5,  = 1, µ = ν = 0.
Stability of plane wave solutions
As in the case without delayed feedback, the ansatz (3.3.4) can be applied to
investigate the stability of plane waves. After substituting it into delayed CGLE
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Figure 3.3.7. Amplitudes a0 (δ) and frequencies ω (δ) of plane
wave solutions in quintic CGLE with delayed feedback for (a) τ = 5,
q = 0, (b) τ = 50, q = 1. Solid black lines: ϕ = 0, dotted lines:
ϕ = pi. The enveloping red and blue lines are the branches of plane
wave solutions for τ = 0, ϕ = pi and τ = 0, ϕ = 0, respectively.
Other parameters: η = 0.2, β = 0.5,  = 1, µ = −1, ν = −0.1.
(3.1.1) and linearization in ap, one obtains:
∂tap + iω (a0 + ap) =
(
β +
i
2
)(
∂xxap + 2iq∂xap − q2(a0 + ap)
)
+ δ (a0 + ap) +
+ (+ i)
(
a30 + 2a
2
0ap + a
2
0ap
)
+ (µ+ iν)
(
a50 + 3a
2
0ap + 2a
2
0ap
)
(3.3.20)
+ηeiϕ−iωτ (a0 + ap(t− τ)) .
Then, one can simplify this equation using Eq. (3.3.12) and substitute the expo-
nential ansatz (3.3.5) for ap(x, t) into it. As a result, similarly to Section 3.3.1,
we obtain a linear system of equations with respect to two unknowns a+ and a−:
Mτ
(
a+
a−
)
= 0,
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where
(3.3.21)
Mτ =

λ+ iω − δ + (β + i
2
) (
k2 + 2kq + q2
)− − (+ i) a20 − 2 (µ+ iν) a40
−2 (+ i) a20 − 3 (µ+ iν) a40 − ηe−λτeiϕ−iωτ
λ− iω − δ + (β − i
2
) (
k2 − 2kq + q2)−
− (− i) a20 − 2 (µ− iν) a40 −2 (− i) a20 − 3 (µ− iν) a40 − ηe−λτe−iϕ+iωτ
 .
The condition
(3.3.22) detMτ = 0
now gives us the characteristic equation for the perturbation growth rate λ.
Stability of individual plane wave solutions with arbitrary delay time τ is deter-
mined by the real parts of the roots of the characteristic equation (3.3.22). If for
all k, the roots satisfy Re[λ] < 0 (except the trivial one with Re[λ] = 0), then the
plane wave is spectrally stable. For a fixed q, the branch of plane waves is given
parametrically by (a0 (ω) , δ (ω)), defined by Eq. (3.3.19). Substituting a0(ω) and
δ(ω) in Eq. (3.3.22), one obtains nonlinear characteristic equation for λ
(3.3.23) F (λ; q, ω, k,p) = 0,
where p denotes system parameters (β, , µ, ν, η, ϕ, τ). Equation (3.3.23) was
solved numerically for fixed values of p and varying ω. In this way one ob-
tains the stability properties for the parametrically defined family of plane waves
(a0 (ω) , δ (ω)) for the given CGLE parameters and wavenumber q. Figure 3.3.8
shows the stability properties on the branches of plane waves (a0 (ω) , δ (ω)) with
q = 0 and various delay times τ . Stable solutions are plotted in green, unstable
in red. Figure 3.3.8(a) illustrates the effect of the feedback phase ϕ on plane
wave solutions and their stability at relatively small delay time τ = 5, whereas
Fig. 3.3.8(b) depicts the bifurcations for larger delay time τ = 50. One can ob-
serve the growing number of multistable plane waves with the increase of the
delay. With the increase of the parameter δ high amplitude parts of the snaking
branches with the higher amplitude become stable while low amplitude parts re-
main unstable. An additional analytical insight into the structure of stable and
unstable regions is obtained by using the large delay approximation, which is
discussed in the next section.
3.3.3. Large delay
For large delay times, the plane wave solutions fill the tube defined by Eq. (3.3.15)
densely, see also Figs. 3.3.3 and 3.3.5(b). Hence, instead of looking at individual
solutions and solving the transcendental Eq. (3.3.18), it is convenient to param-
etrize the whole family of solutions by a parameter θ = (ωτ -ϕ+pi)mod 2pi, which
may be represented as an angular coordinate on the tube. Every single solution
for given control parameters and wavevector q can be uniquely defined by the
coordinate θ. Therefore, one can consider the question about the stability of a
plane wave at a given θ-value with the amplitude a0(θ) and the frequency ω(θ).
The growth rate λ, which determines the stability of an individual plane wave
solution, is obtained from the characteristic equation depending just on the sys-
tem parameters and the coordinate θ. Note that θ = pi corresponds to the plane
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Figure 3.3.8. Stability of the branches of plain wave solutions
for different delay times (a) τ = 5, ϕ = 0 (solid line), ϕ = pi
(dotted line) (b) τ = 50, ϕ = 0. Stable parts are shown in green
and unstable – in red. Black lines in (b) denote the destabilization
borders in the limit of large delay. Other parameters: η = 0.2,
β = 0.5,  = 1, µ = −1, and ν = −0.1.
waves with the maximal amplitude a0. The two sides of the tube of plane wave
solutions, one with θ < pi and another with θ > pi, are projected onto the same
set in the (δ, a0) plane, but correspond to different values of ω.
To study the strong instability of plane wave solutions, again, as in Sec. 3.3.3,
one neglects the terms containing e−λτ in Eq. (3.3.22). This gives us a quadratic
equation for λ. For a given parameter θ, the plane wave is strongly unstable, if
the maximum of Re[λ(k, θ)] is positive. Figure 3.3.9 shows the real part of λ(k, θ)
for reduced equation (3.3.22) for two different values of the wavenumber, q = 0
and q = 1 (δ is fixed to 0.5). Red curves depict zero level lines. One can observe,
that at larger values of q, unlike the feedback-free case, the destabilization occurs
first at non-zero values of the perturbation wavenumber k.
In order to determine the strong instability boundary of the plane wave solutions,
in Fig. 3.3.10 we plot on (δ, θ) plane zero contour levels Re[λ(δ, θ)] = 0 corre-
sponding to different perturbation wavenumbers k. Figure 3.3.10(a) shows that
for the plane wave with q = 0, stability border almost coincides with the zero
level line corresponding to k = 0, depicted by the black line. By contrast, for the
plane wave with q = 1 a significant part of stability border, shown in red color,
corresponds to destabilization with non-zero perturbation wavenumber k ∼ 0.9
(see Fig. 3.3.10(b)).
In the limit of large delay, the weak instability boundary is determined by the
pseudo-continuous spectrum
(3.3.24) λ =
γ(ξ)
τ
+ iξ.
To calculate this spectrum we substitute (3.3.24) into Eq. (3.3.22) and neglect
the terms proportional to γ/τ . Then, denoting
(3.3.25) Y = e−γe−iξτ ,
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Figure 3.3.9. Real parts of the eigenvalues Re[λ(k, θ)] describing
the strong instability of plane waves. For a given plane wave, which
is determined by the parameter θ, the positiveness of Re[λ(k, θ)] for
some k implies the strong instability. Red curves depict zero level
lines. (a) q = 0, (b) q = 1. On panel (a), the plane waves are
strongly unstable for θ . 1.9 and θ & 5.0. On panel (b), the
plane waves are strongly unstable for θ . 1.9 and θ & 4.5. Other
parameters are: δ = 0.5, η = 0.2, β = 0.5,  = 1, µ = −1, and
ν = −0.1.
k=0.9
k=0
k=0.9
Figure 3.3.10. Strong instability of the plane wave solutions with
q = 0 (a) and q = 1 (b). Gray region shows the absence of strong
instability. Different curves indicate zero contour levels of <[λ(δ, θ)]
corresponding to different perturbation wavenumbers k. Contours,
where destabilisation first happens, namely for k = 0 and k = 0.9,
are shown in black and red lines, respectively. (a) q = 0, (b) q = 1.
Other parameters: η = 0.2, β = 0.5,  = 1, µ = −1, and ν = −0.1.
we obtain the quadratic equation
(3.3.26) Y 2 + a1Y + a2 = 0,
where the coefficients a1 and a2 depend on the model equation parameters p, plane
wave (q, θ), wavenumber of the perturbation k, and the parameter of the pseudo-
continuous spectrum ξ, see Eq. (3.3.24). The expressions for the coefficients a1
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and a2 are extremely cumbersome, therefore they can be omitted for brevity as
well as the explicit expressions for the solutions Y1 and Y2. The factor γ in (3.3.25)
is then given by
(3.3.27) γ1,2(k, ξ; q, θ,p) = − ln |Y1,2|.
For every plane wave solution defined by q and θ and fixed parameters p one
can obtain two surfaces γ1,2(k, ξ), which generalize the dispersion relation (see
Sec. (3.2.3)). If γ1,2 < 0 for all wavenumbers k and delay modes ξ (except the
trivial eigenvalue corresponding to the Goldstone mode), then the corresponding
plane wave is stable (provided no strong instability exists). Otherwise, it is weakly
unstable. Thus, the weak instability of the plane wave solutions is determined by
considering the behavior of the two surfaces γ1,2(k, ξ), or, more specifically, the
upper one.
Figure (3.3.11) shows the upper branch of γ1,2(k, ξ) calculated for different values
of θ, δ, and q. Even though the surfaces γ(k, ξ) are given by explicit expressions, it
was not possible to find simple analytical conditions for weak instability in terms
of θ and q. Instead, we have determined the sign of sup[γ(k, ξ)] numerically. The
resulting bifurcation diagrams showing the regions of stable, weakly unstable, and
strongly unstable plane waves with q = 0 and q = 1 on (δ, θ) plane are presented
in Figure (3.3.12).
The corresponding bifurcation diagrams in (δ, a0) plane are shown in Figs. 3.3.13
and 3.3.14. Note that in contrast to the unique parametrization of the plane
waves with the parameter θ, in general the plane wave solution is not uniquely
defined by the parameter a0 (the frequencies ω can still be different for the same
a0), which means that the sets with 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi and pi ≤ θ ≤ 2pi are overlapping
on the (δ, a0) plane. Moreover, the stability properties of these two sets are not
symmetric with respect to θ = pi, as shown in Figs. 3.3.13, 3.3.14, (a) and (b),
respectively.
Note that the areas of weak instability for quintic CGLE in the large delay limit
are consistent with the stability borders obtained numerically for τ = 50 (compare
the transitions from stability to instability on the branches of solutions and black
dashed lines determining the boundaries in the large delay limit in Fig. 3.3.8(b)).
It provides also a simple qualitative way how to predict the appearance of stable
plane waves: namely, when the branches of plane waves for a finite τ appear to
be in the domain of stability given in Figs. 3.3.13, 3.3.14 (dark grey shaded), then
they are likely to be stable. Since the domains are independent on τ , the number
of coexisting stable plane waves grows linearly with τ [108].
3.3.4. Numerical simulations
To investigate the behavior of particular plane wave solutions, e.g. the onset
of destabilization and convergence to stable solutions, we have performed di-
rect numerical integration of the delayed quintic CGLE (3.1.1) with the package
ODDTool (see Appendix A). An embedded adaptive Cash-Carp scheme for time-
stepping was used while the spatial derivative was treated by three-point central
finite difference scheme. Periodic boundary conditions were applied, and the
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Figure 3.3.11. The rescaled growth rate γ = τRe[λ] of different
perturbation modes (generalized dispersion relation) for different
plane wave solutions. k is the spatial wavenumber of the pertur-
bations, ξ stands for the delay induced modes. Red curves depict
zero level lines. The positiveness of γ implies weak instability of
the plane wave. The surface γ(ξ, q) is obtained from Eq. (3.3.27)
for different values of θ, δ, and q. (a) θ = 0, δ = 0.5, q = 0.
(b) θ = 2, δ = 1.0, q = 0. (c) θ = 2, δ = 1.0, q = 1. (d)
θ = 4, δ = 1.0, q = 1. Panels (b) and (d) [(a) and (c)] corre-
spond to stable [weakly unstable] plane waves. Other parameters:
η = 0.2, β = 0.5,  = 1, µ = −1, and ν = −0.1.
length of the system is chosen to include 16 spatial periods of simulated plane
waves with q = 1. Space was discretized into 500 points, while relative tolerance
for Cash-Karp scheme was set at 10−6.
First, we have considered the solution starting in the vicinity of the unstable
homogeneous plane wave with q = 0, see red point in Fig. 3.3.15(b). Fig.
3.3.15(a) shows the evolution of the amplitude, while Fig. 3.3.15(b) shows the
stable plane wave (green circle), to which the solution is attracted. In the case
when there are no stable plane waves for given system parameters, the solution
converges to the stable homogeneous state A = 0.
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Figure 3.3.12. Regions of stability (dark gray), weak (light gray)
and strong (white) instability for the plane waves in quintic CGLE
on (δ, θ) plane. (a) q = 0, (b) q = 1. Other parameters: η = 0.2,
β = 0.5,  = 1, µ = −1, and ν = −0.1.
Figure 3.3.13. Regions of stability (dark gray), weak (light gray)
and strong (white) instability for the plane waves in cubic CGLE
in (δ, a0) plane. (a) θ < pi, (b) θ > pi. Other parameters q = 0, η =
0.2, β = 0.5, and  = −1 .
Transitions similar to those shown in Fig. 3.3.15 were also observed for q 6= 0,
see Fig. 3.3.16, where two unstable plane waves with q = 1 were chosen as initial
conditions. Figures 3.3.17(a) and (b) present the spatio-temporal evolution of the
solutions corresponding to the transitions shown in Fig. 3.3.16. It is seen that
the solution (a) develops defects after several delay cycles and transforms into
a slightly modulated solution with lower spatial wavenumber (q = 0.25), which
is stable for the given control parameter values. Note that for these parameter
values there are no stable plane waves with the wavenumber q = 1. By contrast,
solution (b) does not change its principal spatial wavenumber. After several delay
periods of transient it converges without defects to a stable plane wave having
the same wavenumber q = 1, see corresponding transition (b) in Fig. 3.3.16.
Now one can choose τ sufficiently large (τ = 50), so that the results of asymptotic
analysis obtained in the limit of large delay can be exploited. We consider a plane
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Figure 3.3.14. Regions of stability (dark gray), weak (light gray)
and strong (white) instability for the plane waves in quintic CGLE
in (δ, a0) plane. (a) θ < pi, (b) θ > pi. Other parameters q = 0, η =
0.2, β = 0.5,  = 1, µ = −1, and ν = −0.1.
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Figure 3.3.15. Solution starting from the neighborhood of an un-
stable plane wave with q = 0 is attracted to a stable plane wave
with the same wavenumber. (a) depicts the time evolution of the
amplitude a. (b) shows the corresponding transition in (δ, a0) plane.
Initial unstable solution: ω = 1.12, a0 = 1.086 (red circle). Result-
ing stable solution: ω = 0.998, a0 = 1.166 (green circle). System
parameters: δ = 0.023, τ = 20, η = 0.2, β = 0.5,  = 1, µ = −1,
and ν = −0.1.
wave with the control parameters from weakly unstable region on (θ, δ) plane
and investigate the evolution of a small perturbation of this plane wave. Here,
we expect to observe the onset of destabilization after a long period. Figure
3.3.18(a) illustrates the choice of the initial plane wave, while Fig. 3.3.18(b)
shows the transient and the onset of destabilization. The solution stays close to
the weakly unstable plane wave for about 80 delay time periods, and then goes
away from it. Eventually, the solution is attracted to a stable plane wave with
q = 1/8.
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control [104, 103, 114, 30]. This work is, however, out of the scope of the present
Thesis.

CHAPTER 4
Delay-induced dynamics of localized structures
4.1. Introduction
As was stated in the Introduction, formation and complex dynamics of local-
ized patterns in dissipative systems have been reported in different areas of re-
search. They manifest themselves as localized light spots in nonlinear optics
[115, 116, 117, 118, 12], solitary waves in fluid dynamics [119, 120], concentration
pulses or spots in chemical and biological systems [121, 12, 18], current filaments
in semiconductor devices and gas-discharge systems [13, 14, 122]. One of the
established examples of localized structures are cavity solitons (CSs), which are
localized spots of light in the transverse section of passive and active optical de-
vices, broad area lasers and wide-aperture semiconductor cavities with external
coherent pumping [115, 123]. Recently, much attention was paid to the investiga-
tion of the influence of the delayed optical feedback on the stability properties of
these structures [96, 60, 124]. In particular, it was demonstrated that in a driven
passive cavity with delayed feedback a drift instability of a cavity soliton leading
to a motion in the transverse direction and some other instabilities can develop
[96, 60]. The influence of the feedback phase and carrier relaxation rate on the
drift instability threshold was investigated in [124]. In this Chapter, we focus
on the effects of the delayed feedback on the dynamical properties of localized
structures. First, in Section 2 of this Chapter we show how the delayed optical
feedback produces multistability of laser cavity solitons. Moreover, we describe
which types of instabilities of cavity solitons are induced by delayed feedback,
including a novel type of delay induced modulational instability. In Section 3, it
will be also demonstrated that the aforementioned modulational instability oc-
curs for localized solutions in cubic-quintic complex Ginzburg-Landau equation
[68]. The delay-induced dynamics in the generic Lugiato-Lefever (LL) model [125]
will be described as well. The discussion on the results of this Chapter are given
in Section 4.
4.2. Laser with saturable absorber and delayed feedback
4.2.1. Model equations
The dynamics of a wide-aperture laser with a saturable absorber subject to a
coherent optical delayed feedback can be described by the one-dimensional quasi-
optical equation [126] with an additional delayed feedback term:
(4.2.1) ∂tA = (d+ i) ∂xxA+ f
(|A|2)A+ ηeiϕA (x, t− τ) ,
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where A(t, x) is slowly varying amplitude of the electric field; τ , η, and ϕ are delay
time, feedback strength, and phase, respectively. Here, time t and transverse
coordinate x are dimensionless, whereas d∂xxA denotes a small diffusion term
with a positive diffusion coefficient d. The delayed feedback term in Eq. (4.2.1) is
introduced with the assumption that the external cavity is self-imaging, so that
the diffraction in this cavity can be neglected [124]. Here, we focus on the case
of instantaneous gain and absorption relaxation. Then the nonlinear function in
Eq. (4.2.1) describing the saturable gain and absorption as well as linear cavity
losses can be written in the form [127]
(4.2.2) f
(|A|2) = −1 + g0
1 + |A|2/s −
a0
1 + |A|2 ,
where g0 and a0 are linear gain and the absorption coefficients, and s is the ratio
of the saturation intensities in the amplifying and absorbing media.
4.2.2. Localized solutions
The CS solutions can be found in the form A(x, t) = A0(x)e−iωt, where A0(x) is
the complex amplitude with the field intensity |A0|2 localized around some point
in space and ω is the soliton frequency shift. The properties of localized solutions
of Eq. (4.2.1) without delayed feedback (η = 0) were studied previously in detail,
see, e.g., [127, 128, 129]. Let us briefly recall the properties of the localized
solutions in such a case. As in [127, 129], the values of the parameters a0 = 2.0,
s = 10.0, and d = 0.1 will be fixed for the rest of the paper. For these fixed
parameter values, the branch of the single-soliton solution creates a spiral with
the center P when the frequency shift ω is plotted versus the gain g0, see Fig. 4.2.1.
At the point S solution becomes stable via saddle-note bifurcation. Thick solid
line shows the stable part of the branch. Point H denotes the Andronov-Hopf
bifurcation with symmetric eigenfunctions. The saddle-node and Hopf points
appear in a similar way on the next turn of the spiral. In what follows, the
solution branch between the first fold S and the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation H,
where the solution without delay is stable, will play important role leading to the
emergence of multiple stable solitons in the system with feedback.
To find the localized solutions in the system with delayed feedback, one can
substitute the ansatz A0(x)e−iωt into Eq. (4.2.1) and obtain the following ordinary
differential equation for unknowns A0 and ω:
(4.2.3) (d+ i) ∂xxA0 + iωA0 + f
(|A0|2)A0 + ηeiθA0 = 0.
Here θ = (ωτ+ϕ) mod 2pi denotes the effective feedback phase. Equation (4.2.3)
defines a set of soliton solutions parametrized by the phase θ. This set can be
calculated in a similar way as in the system without delay, since Eq. (4.2.3) is
an ordinary differential equation. In this way, one can find ωθ and A0,θ(x). Then
the solitons within this set corresponding to any given value of time delay τ are
determined from the condition
(4.2.4) ωθτ + ϕ = θ mod 2pi.
As soon as the dependency ωθ is calculated numerically, the solutions θk of
Eq. (4.2.4) define the cavity solitons solutions with the frequencies ωθk at a given
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Figure 4.2.1. Branch of solitons as a function of the gain param-
eter g0 in the case without feedback η = 0. Solid line corresponds
to stable solitons. Point S denotes a saddle-node bifurcation, and
H the Hopf bifurcation. The branch has the form of a spiral, and
P denotes the winding point (center) for this spiral. Other param-
eters: a0 = 2.0, Ig = 10.0, and d = 0.1.
value of time delay τ . Therefore, as a first step it is necessary to describe the
whole set of the solitons in Eq. (4.2.3) for all possible values of the parameter θ.
It is known for the case with η = 0 [127] that the branch of CSs has a form
of a spiral in the (g0, ω)-plane [green line in Fig. 4.2.2]. Therefore, in a system
perturbed by the delayed feedback η > 0, an offset spiraling branch of solitons
appears in the (g0, ω)-plane for each fixed value of the effective feedback phase θ.
The set of such branches for all possible θ forms a one-parametric family in the
form of a spiraling tube with a diameter proportional to η [see Fig. 4.2.2].
For any given value of delay τ , the CSs can be found from the relation (4.2.4),
which defines a line on the tube. Figure 4.2.2 (black solid line) shows the resulting
soliton branch for the feedback time τ = 250. One can observe that the soliton
branch makes a number of turns around the tube giving rise to multistability
of CSs. Indeed, at the fixed value of the pump parameter g0 and sufficiently
large delay time τ , one obtains a set of external cavity solitons, similarly to the
case of external CW cavity modes in a single-mode laser with delayed feedback
[109, 110, 111, 112, 105, 40, 130], cf. an inset in Fig. 4.2.2 where a cross-section
of the tube is presented. There, black dots depict CS solutions for τ = 1000 in
the (P, ω) plane, where P =
∫
dx|A0|2.
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Similar multistability effect was experimentally observed in a broad-area VCSEL
with frequency-selective feedback [62, 131]. The existence of such a multistability
follows from the form of Eq. 4.2.4, which can be rewritten as ωθ = (θ − ϕ) /τ +
2pik/τ . Properties of its solutions can be easily studied, e.g. geometrically. In
particular, one can show that the number of solutions θk of this equation grows
linearly with τ , and, for large delay, the solutions cover the whole range of the
phases θ with the spacing between them of the order 1/τ , cf. [105, 130]. In
particular, in the limit of large delay, the CS solutions fill the whole surface of
the tube densely.
Figure 4.2.2. Tube of solitons defined by Eq. (4.2.3) for all pos-
sible values of phase θ and other parameters fixed as η = 0.025,
ϕ = 0, a0 = 2.0, Ig = 10.0, and d = 0.1. The tube corresponds to
all possible values of the delay time τ . Black line: soliton branch
for τ = 250. Green (light gray) line: branch of solitons for the case
without feedback, η = 0 (solid for stable and dashed for unstable).
S indicates a saddle-node bifurcation, and H an Andronov-Hopf
bifurcation. The branch has the form of a spiral with the accumu-
lation point C.
4.2.3. Stability of localized solutions
To analyze the stability of the localized solutions in the presence of delayed feed-
back, one can apply the ansatz A(x, t) = (A0(x) + Ap(x, t)) e−iωt in the evolution
equation (4.2.1). Here, Ap stands for a small perturbation of the soliton solution.
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After linearization in Ap, we obtain
∂tAp = −iωAp + (d+ i) ∂xxAp +(4.2.5)
+ f
(|A0|2)Ap + |A0|2f ′ (|A0|2)Ap +
+ A0
2f ′
(|A0|2)Ap + ηeiθAp(t− τ).
By substituting Ap(x, t) = (AR(x) + iAI(x)) eλt into Eq. (4.2.5), where λ is the
complex eigenvalue, one can arrive at the transcendental eigenvalue problem
(4.2.6) LΨ := [L˜− Iλ+ ηBe−λτ ]Ψ = 0,
where Ψ = (AR, AI)T is an eigenfunction, L˜ is the linearization of the instanta-
neous part around the solution (A0R, A0I)T = (ReA0 (x) , ImA0 (x))
T
L˜ =

d ∂
2
∂x2
+ f
(
|A0|2
)
+ −ω − ∂2
∂x2
+
+2f ′
(
|A0|2
)
A20R +2f
′
(
|A0|2
)
A0RA0I
ω + ∂
2
∂x2
+ d ∂
2
∂x2
+ f
(
|A0|2
)
+
+2f ′
(
|A0|2
)
A0RA0I +2f
′
(
|A0|2
)
A20I

,
and
B =
(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
)
,
which is a 2× 2 matrix of rotation by angle θ.
To find the eigenvalues numerically, the eigenvalue problem (4.2.6) is rewritten
in matrix form by discretizing the space. The characteristic roots of the resulting
system are found using the spectral method described in [132], see Fig. 4.2.4.
With the increase of delay time τ , the computational complexity of the eigenvalue
problem increases. However, as it is shown below, in such a case, the stability
analysis can be significantly simplified by using the large delay approximation.
4.2.3.1. Drift bifurcation
Due to translational and phase shift symmetries of Eq. (4.2.1), the operator L
has two zero eigenvalues corresponding to a pair of eigenfunctions (also known as
Goldstone modes) [129]: even phase shift neutral mode Ψph = (−ImA0 (x) , ReA0 (x))T
and odd translational neutral mode Ψtr = ∂x (ReA0 (x) , ImA0 (x))
T . The real
eigenvalue which corresponds to Galilean symmetry [1-7] is generally non-zero
due to diffusion and delayed feedback. Drift bifurcation occurs when the eigen-
value corresponding to the translational mode becomes doubly degenerate with
geometrical multiplicity one [133]. That is, the critical real eigenvalue passes
through zero at the bifurcation point, so that the corresponding critical eigen-
function at this point is proportional to Ψtr. This critical eigenvalue can be either
a delay-induced branch of zero translational eigenvalue or correspond to Galilean
mode. To determine the drift instability threshold let us look for real solutions
of the eigenvalue problem (4.2.6) in the vicinity of zero, λ = ε  1. The corre-
sponding eigenfunction Ψ can be represented as Ψ = Ψtr+εΨ1 +O(ε2) with some
unknown function Ψ1. Substituting this expansion into Eq.(4.2.6), expanding the
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resulting equation into power series in ε, and collecting zero order terms one can
get the relation L0Ψtr = 0 with L0 = L˜+ ηB, which is satisfied by the definition
of the neutral mode Ψtr. Then, collecting the first order terms in ε we obtain
(4.2.7) L0Ψ1 = (I + ητB)Ψtr.
According to the Fredholm alternative (9), this equation possesses a nontrivial
solution if and only if the solvability condition is fulfilled which requires the
orthogonality of the right hand side to the translational eigenfunction Ψtr† of the
adjoint operator L†0. The solvability condition leads to the expression
(4.2.8) ηd = −p/ [τ (p cos θ − q sin θ)]
for the threshold feedback rate associated with the drift instability of the cavity
soliton. Here p = 〈ΨtrR ,Ψtr†R 〉 + 〈ΨtrI ,Ψtr†I 〉 and q = 〈ΨtrI ,Ψtr†R 〉 − 〈ΨtrR ,Ψtr†I 〉, where
Ψ = (ΨtrR ,Ψ
tr
I )
T (Ψtr† = (Ψtr†R ,Ψ
tr†
I )
T ) is the translational neutral mode of L0
(adjoint operator L†0) and inner product is defined by 〈Ψj,Φ†k〉 =
∫∞
−∞ΨjΦ
†
kdx.
Note that in this case for the solvability condition the standard L2 inner product
can be used since the operator L0 does not contain the delayed part [60, 96, 124].
The same relation (4.2.8) can be obtained from the orthogonality condition of the
generalized eigenfunction Φtr, which satisfies the equation L0Φtr = Ψtr, and the
adjoint neutral mode Ψtr† with the bilinear form introduced in the preliminary
Chapter 2 and defined in [64, 65, 134].
When increasing the feedback rate above the threshold given by (4.2.8), a pitch-
fork bifurcation takes place: the stationary soliton looses stability giving rise to
a pair of branches of stable cavity solitons moving uniformly along the x-axis in
opposite directions. Note that the drift instability exists only in the interval of
feedback phases θ, where the right hand side in Eq. (4.2.8) is positive. Drift in-
stability threshold calculated for τ = 1000 is shown by solid red line in Fig. 4.2.3.
The domain where drift instability is possible for arbitrary delay time is indicated
by horizontal hatching.
4.2.3.2. Saddle-node phase bifurcation
Similarly to the translational zero eigenvalue, the zero eigenvalue of the phase
shift neutral mode can become doubly degenerate in the presence of delayed
feedback. Threshold of this instability ηp is given by Eq. (4.2.8) with the neutral
modes Ψtr and Ψtr† replaced by the phase shift neutral modes Ψph and Ψph† in
the expressions for the coefficients p and q. In Fig. 4.2.3 it is shown by a dashed
green line. In fact, this bifurcation corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation,
where a pair of soliton solutions merge and disappear (cf. Fig. 4.2.2), and it is
defined by the condition dω/dθ = 1/τ , which follows directly from Eq. (4.2.4). By
differentiating Eq. (4.2.3) by θ one can easily show that this condition is equivalent
to the condition η = ηp obtained from Eq. (4.2.8) with the translational neutral
mode replaced by the phase one. That is, the aforementioned multistability of
the CSs is induced by the saddle-node phase bifurcation.
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Figure 4.2.3. Cavity soliton bifurcation diagram in (θ, η)-plane.
In the large delay limit, horizontally hatched region corresponds
for the drift destabilization and vertically hatched region to modu-
lational instability related to the translational neutral mode. Solid
red, dotted blue, and dashed green lines show the destabilization
threshold for drift, modulational, and phase instabilities, respec-
tively, calculated for τ = 1000. Control parameter g0 = 2.07.
4.2.3.3. Modulational instability
It was shown in [77, 57, 78] that the spectrum of the delay systems is split into
discrete and pseudo-continuous parts in the case when the delay time is sufficiently
large to induce multiple delay-induced linear modes. While the aforementioned
drift instability is associated with the discrete part of the spectrum, an instability
of the pseudo-continuous part can produce another type of bifurcation scenario.
Figure 4.2.4 shows a set of eigenvalues belonging a branch of pseudo-continuous
spectrum with the translational zero eigenvalue at the origin. The panels (a)
and (b) correspond to weakly stable and unstable case, respectively, indicating
the presence of delay-induced modulational instability [76]. The modulational
instability is characterized by a branch of eigenvalues whose second derivative
becomes positive in the origin as in Fig. 4.2.4(b).
In order to obtain the conditions for the onset of a modulational instability, let
us consider the pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues λ± with smallest nonzero
imaginary parts on the pseudo-continuous branch. The long-wavelength modu-
lational instability takes place when this pair crosses the imaginary axis. In the
limit of large delay times, the distance between the imaginary parts of the neigh-
boring eigenvalues on the pseudo-continuous branch shown in Fig. 4.2.4 becomes
close to  = 2pi/τ [77, 78], the eigenvalues λ± can be expanded in power series
in the small parameter  as λ± = ±i [1 + ν/(2pi)] + γ±23/(2pi) + ..., where ν is
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Figure 4.2.4. Pseudo-continuous spectrum curves for η = 0.005.
Stable soliton (a) for θ = 4 and modulationally unstable soliton (b)
for θ = 1.5. Blue dots and red crosses show stable and unstable
eigenvalues for τ = 1000.
real, since the second order derivative along the branch vanishes at the bifurca-
tion point. Here we have used the fact that λ− and λ+ are complex conjugated.
Substituting this expansion into the eigenvalue problem (4.2.6), representing the
unknown eigenfunctions in the form Ψ = Ψtr + Ψ1 + 2Ψ±2 + ..., and collecting
first order terms in  we obtain a linear equation for the first order correction Ψ1:
(4.2.9) L0Ψ1 = (I + νηB)Ψtr.
Next, collecting the terms of the order 2 and applying solvability condition to
the resulting equation, one can obtain the third order corrections to the real
parts of λ±, which lead to the following condition for the modulational instability
threshold:
(4.2.10) ηm = p2/ [2 sin θ(qP − pQ)] .
Here the coefficients P and Q are calculated using the same formulas as those for
p and q, but with Ψtr replaced by the first order correction Ψ1 obtained by solving
Eq. (4.2.9). In contrast to p and q, the coefficients P and Q depend on the phase
θ. The modulational instability shown with the dashed blue line in Fig. 4.2.3
gives rise to a sequence of Andronov-Hopf bifurcations taking place above the
threshold defined by Eq. (4.2.10). One can see that Eq. (4.2.10) obtained in the
limit of large delay provides a reasonable approximation for the Andronov-Hopf
bifurcation threshold calculated at τ = 1000. The latter threshold is indicated
with dotted blue line in Fig. 4.2.3.
Figure 4.2.5 shows zigzagging motion of the soliton after the onset of both drift
and modulational delay-induced instabilities. The period of oscillations is close
to the delay time τ . Figure 4.2.5(a) presents a soliton with periodically varying
velocity V1(t) having positive average value V¯1 > 0. It is worth to notice that
qualitatively similar zigzagging motion was observed numerically in a model of
vertical cavity semiconductor laser with frequency-selective feedback [135]. Due
to the symmetry properties of the problem this periodic regime coexists with
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Figure 4.2.5. Zigzagging solitons appearing above the drift and
modulational instability thresholds. (a) - regime with periodic in
time velocity, ϕ = −1.0 (b) - aperiodic regime, ϕ = 0.0. On the
right: phase portraits of zigzagging solitons in coordinates V (soli-
ton center velocity) and θ (feedback phase). Other parameters:
τ = 5000, η = 0.002.
another stable periodic regime having exactly opposite velocity V2(t) = −V1(t).
With the increase of the parameter ϕ both periodic regimes are transformed into
aperiodic solutions which finally merge into a single chaotic attractor. Figure 4.2.6
shows the transition to chaos via period-doubling bifurcations with the increase of
the phase of the delayed feedback ϕ. A period-doubling transition to chaos leads
to the attractor, which corresponds to a zigzagging soliton changing the direction
of motion aperiodically after large time intervals, see Fig. 4.2.5(b). Surprisingly,
the time intervals between these changes of the direction of the soliton motion
are much larger than the delay time or any other system timescale.
4.3. Other spatially extended systems with delayed feedback
4.3.1. Cubic-quintic CGLE with delayed feedback
In this section, it will be demonstrated that the delay induced modulational
instability, which is similar to that described above, can destabilize localized so-
lution of cubic-quintic complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGLE). CGLE plays
an important role in modeling of various natural phenomena including nonlinear
optical waves, second-order phase transitions, Rayleigh-Bénard convection, and
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Figure 4.2.6. Maximum of the soliton velocity Vmax. Control
parameter is feedback phase ϕ. Other parameters: τ = 5000 and
η = 0.002.
superconductivity [86, 87]. Its universality is ensured by the fact that CGLE is
an amplitude equation describing the onset of instability near an Andronov-Hopf
bifurcation in spatially extended dynamical systems [66]. In nonlinear optics,
equations of CGLE type are widely used to describe such phenomena as mode-
locking in lasers [88, 89, 90], short pulse propagation in optical transmission lines
[91], dynamics of multimode lasers, and transverse pattern formation in nonlinear
optical media [129, 93].
Here we consider one-dimensional cubic-quintic CGLE with delayed feedback (see
Chapter 3 of the Thesis). In this case the equation for the complex amplitude
A(x, t) reads:
∂tA =
(
d+
i
2
)
∂xxA+ δA+ (+ i) |A|2A+(4.3.1)
+ (µ+ iν) |A|4A+ ηeiϕA(x, t− τ).
Here the parameter d > 0 is the diffusion coefficient, diffraction (second-order
dispersion) coefficient is scaled to 1/2, and δ describes the linear loss or gain.
Parameters , µ, and ν determine the shape of the nonlinearity.
Stable localized solutions are found in the range of parameters described in, e.g.,
[88]. We consider a stable localized solution for the following parameter values:
d = 0.5, δ = −0.1,  = 0.5, µ = −0.1, and ν = −0.1. With the addition of
the delayed feedback, modulational instability can develop as it is illustrated by
Figure 4.3.1, where pseudo-continuous spectrum curves for η = 0.09, θ = 5.8,
and τ = 1000, corresponding to modulationally unstable localized solution, are
shown.
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Figure 4.3.1. Pseudo-continuous spectrum curves for η = 0.09,
θ = 5.8, and τ = 1000. Localized solution exhibits delay-induced
modulational instability of the same type as in the model of a laser
with a saturable absorber. Blue dots and red crosses show stable
and unstable eigenvalues for τ = 1000.
4.3.2. Lugiato-Lefever model with time-delayed feedback
In this section, the aim is to analyze the impact of the delayed feedback on the CS
dynamics in the generic Lugiato-Lefever (LL) model [125]. This model describes
the appearance of either spatial [136, 137] or temporal [138] localized structures
in nonlinear cavities as well as the interaction between such structures [139]. The
important feature which separates it from previously investigated CGLE and laser
with saturable absorber models is the inclusion of the injection term. As for the
previous models, the optical delayed feedback is implemented in the LL model
by considering a self-imaged external cavity and a single roundtrip delay term
[96, 140], i. e.
(4.3.2)
∂E
∂t
= i∇2⊥E − (1 + iθ)E + i|E|2E + Ei + ηeiφE(t− τ).
Here E is the normalized amplitude of the electric field and θ is the frequency
detuning between the injected light Ei and the cavity resonance. Ei is considered
as being real without loss of generality. The feedback is characterized by the
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time-delay τ , feedback strength η and phase φ. Homogeneous steady state (HSS)
solutions ES of Eq. (4.3.2) are found by setting the time derivatives and Laplacian
equal to zero
(4.3.3) − (1 + iθ)ES + i|ES|2ES + Ei + ηeiφES = 0,
which results in an implicit equation for IS = |ES|2:
(4.3.4) Ii = IS{[1− η cosφ)]2 + [IS − θ + η sinφ]2},
where Ii = E2i . Depending on choice of θ the curve IS(Ii) for the case of no
feedback (η = 0) is either monostable (θ <
√
3) or bistable (θ >
√
3) [136]. The
optical feedback strongly impacts the shape of this curve by both its magnitude
and phase and changes the condition for bistability as (θ − η sinφ)2 > 3(1 −
η cosφ)2. This condition follows from the expression for the saddle-node (fold)
bifurcation on the HSS dIi/dIS = 0 leading to
I
SNh1,2
S =
2(θ − η sinφ)
3
±(4.3.5)
1
3
√
(θ − η sinφ)2 − 3(1− η cosφ)2.
For the monostable case Eq. 4.3.5 represents the inflection point of the IS(Ei)
curve. Examples of the impact of the optical feedback on the shape of the IS(Ei)
curve are shown in Fig. 4.3.2.
The linear stability of the HSS is analyzed by considering small fluctuations
around this state that are modulated with transverse wave vector k (k = kx
in the 1D case and k = (kx, ky) in the 2D case)
(4.3.6)
[
δE(r⊥, t)
δE∗(r⊥, t)
]
= e(λt+ik·r)
[
δE
δE∗
]
.
Plugging this expression in Eq. 4.3.2 and its complex conjugate and linearizing
with respect to the small fluctuations around the HSS results in the following
equation for the eigenvalue λ
(4.3.7) det
(
λ+ Ar + iAi + ik
2, −iE2S
iE∗2S , λ+ Ar − iAi − ik2
)
= 0,
where
Ar = 1− ηe−λτ cosφ,
Ai = θ − 2IS − ηe−λτ sinφ.
Without delayed feedback, the characteristic equation 4.3.7 is quadratic and,
therefore, the eigenvalues are a pair of complex conjugated numbers. As a result,
four bifurcation scenarios may occur. When the eigenvalues are purely real and
one of them changes sign from negative to positive, this unstable eigenvalue could
correspond either to zero, k2 = 0, or to nonzero wavenumber, k2 > 0. In the first
case the saddle-node bifurcations appear, which correspond to the turning points
of the bistable curve and imply that the part of this curve having negative slope
is always unstable. The second case indicates the onset of Turing-like instability
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Figure 4.3.2. Steady state branches of the homogeneous solution
of Lugiato-Lefever model (Eq. 4.3.2) for θ = 2 and different phases
of the optical feedback: φ = 0 (dashed blue line) and φ = pi (dotted
red line). Top (bottom) panel corresponds to the feedback strength
η = 0.1 (η = 0.5). Black solid lines in two panels are obtained
for the case without optical feedback. Saddle-node bifurcations
(Eq. 4.3.5) are denoted by  and coincide with the onset of the
Turing instability IT (k
2=0)
S = I
SNh1,2
S for the limit k
2 → 0 (c.f.
Eq. 4.3.9).
giving rise to a patterned state. Similarly, when the real part of a pair of complex
eigenvalues becomes positive for k2 = 0, an Andronov-Hopf bifurcation of the
HSS occurs, while, for k2 > 0, a traveling wave instability develops giving rise to
a travelling pattern.
With delayed optical feedback, the eigenvalues λ of Eq. 4.3.7 are not anymore
determined by simple solutions of a quadratic equation because in this case both
Ar and Ai depend on λ via the exponent in the feedback term. In general,
Eq. 4.3.7 is solved numerically by finding λ for each given k2.
The case of Turing instability can be treated analytically: inserting λ = 0 in
Eq. 4.3.7 results in a quadratic equation for k2 with solutions
(4.3.8) k2 = −θ + 2IS + η sinφ±
√
I2S − (1− η cosφ)2.
Here the existence of real solutions for the wave vector k indicates the presence of
Turing instability. From Eq. 4.3.8 one can see that in the limit when marginally
stable eigenvalues of the Turing instability tend to zero, k2 → 0 one can recover
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the conditions of the saddle-node bifurcations, see Eq. 4.3.5, i.e.
(4.3.9) IT (k
2=0)
S = I
SNh1,2
S .
The dependence of the wave vector square k2 on the intensity of the steady state
electric field intensity IS as obtained from Eq. 4.3.8 is shown in Fig. 4.3.3 for a
feedback strength of η = 0.1 (top panel) and η = 0.5 (bottom panel) and different
feedback phases.
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Figure 4.3.3. Wave vector square k2 at the onset of modulation
instabilities (real eigenvalue λ = 0) as a function of the steady
state intensity IS for different phase of the optical feedback: φ = 0
(blue dotted curve) and φ = pi (red dotted curve). Top panel is for
feedback strength of η = 0.1 and the bottom panel is for η = 0.5
(see Fig. 4.3.2). Black dotted curves in the two panels are for the
case without optical feedback.
As can be seen from Fig. 4.3.3, the k2 = 0 points coincide with the turning
points of the bistable curve and the inflection point of the monostable curve (see
Eq. 4.3.9). The upper branch is always Turing unstable for the parameters of
Fig. 4.3.3.
A map of the saddle-node bifurcation in the θ − Ei plane is shown in Fig. 4.3.4.
As θ increases, the bistable region widens, however, it is strongly influenced by
the phase of optical feedback being much larger for φ = 0 than for φ = pi. Such
profound effect of the feedback phase on the bistable region has been previously
observed when studying cavity soliton dynamics in VCSEL [140].
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Figure 4.3.4. Maps of the saddle-node bifurcations in the θ−Ei
plane. Black (red) curves are for η = 0.1 (η = 0.5) and small (large)
dots are for feedback phase φ = 0 (φ = pi).
As demonstrated before, the delayed feedback may create new Andronov-Hopf
bifurcations in the system due to the exponential term e−λτ in Eq. 4.3.7. In-
deed, it has been shown that feedback-induced Andronov-Hopf bifurcations are
responsible for time-periodic and eventually more complex dynamics of cavity
solitons in VCSEL with saturable absorber [141]. In order to identify such bifur-
cations one can solve Eq. 4.3.7 for k2 = 0. An example of appearance of such
a feedback-induced Andronov-Hopf bifurcation is presented in Fig. 4.3.5 for the
case of η = 0.5, τ = 10 and φ = pi/3.
A map of the saddle-node and Andronov-Hopf bifurcations in Lugiato-Lefever
model in the plane of (Ei, η) for fixed feedback phase of φ = pi and τ = 10 is
shown in Fig. 4.3.6. When increasing the feedback strength, the bistable region
delimited by the two saddle-node (fold) bifurcation lines disappears while a region
located between the two Andronov-Hopf lines appears and broadens.
Traveling wave (TW) bifurcation occurs when the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation
takes place at nonzero k2. In a similar manner as when arriving at Eq. 4.3.8, one
can express analytically k2 as a solution of the quadratic equation obtained from
the real part of Eq. 4.3.7 at a fixed IS and λ = iΩ. Plugging this solution in the
equation for the imaginary part of Eq. 4.3.7 (the resulting equation is too long to
be presented here) provides an one-parameter implicit equation for Ω. In such a
way one can follow semi-analytically the TW bifurcations in the parameter space:
an example of the TW instability is shown in Fig. 4.3.7 for η = 0.5 and φ = pi/3.
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Figure 4.3.5. Time-delayed feedback-induced Andronov-Hopf bi-
furcation in Lugiato-Lefever model (4.3.2) for η = 0.5, τ = 10 and
φ = pi/3. (a) Homogeneous steady-state solution IS(Ei); (b) real
and (c) imaginary parts of the eigenvalues calculated from Eq. 4.3.7
for k2 = 0. Saddle-node and Andronov-Hopf bifurcations are de-
noted by  and ♦, respectively.
Spatial dynamics
Stationary CS and periodic patterns are given by the solutions of Eq. 4.3.2 with
dE/dt = 0, i.e. by solving the system of four first order ordinary differential
equations:
(4.3.10)
du1
dx
= u3
du2
dx
= u4
du3
dx
= (T − I)u1 + Pu2
du4
dx
= −Pu1 + (T − I)u2 + Ei,
with u1 = ReE, u2 = ImE, u3 = du1/dx, u4 = du2/dx, I = |E|2 = u21 + u22,
T = θ − η sinφ, and P = 1 − η cosφ. The fixed points usi of Eq. 4.3.10 are the
HSSs of the original LL Eq. 4.3.2. Asymptotic behavior of the CS tails at x→ ±∞
can be understood from the linear stability analysis of the HSS of Eq. 4.3.10 with
spatial variable x viewed as time variable. To this end one can consider small
deviations i around usi, i.e. ui(x) = usi + ieλx. Such an analysis for the case of
LL equation with optical feedback leads to the following characteristic polynomial
for the spatial eigenvalues
(4.3.11) λ4 − 2(T − 2IS)λ2 + 3I2S + P 2 − 4IST + T 2 = 0.
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Figure 4.3.6. Map of the fold (dashed blue lines) and Andronov-
Hopf (solid red lines) bifurcations in Lugiato-Lefever model in the
plane of (Ei, η) for fixed feedback phase of φ = pi and τ = 10.
Spatial eigenvalues appear in pairs of opposite sign
(4.3.12) λ = ±
√
θ − η sinφ− 2IS ±
√
I2S − (1− η cosφ)2,
i.e. a repelling eigenvalue is accompanied by an attracting one with the same
rate. This is a consequence of the reflection symmetry x → −x of Eq. 4.3.2,
i.e., the invariance of Eq. 4.3.10 with respect to the transformations x → −x
and (u1, u2, u3, u4) → (u1, u2,−u3,−u4) [142, 143]. The qualitatively different
eigenspectra have been classified in [142, 143] and are shown in Fig. 4.3.8 for
the cases of: no feedback (a), and feedback with strength η = 0.5 and phases
φ = 0 (b) and φ = pi (c). The case of feedback with strength η = 0.5 and
phase φ = 0 is shown on Fig. 4.3.9(a). The line RH denotes a reversible Hopf
bifurcation, i.e. a Hopf bifurcation with a degenerate pair of pure imaginary
eigenvalues in reversible system (4.3.10) and is defined by IRHS = 1 − η cosφ
which according to Eq. 4.3.12 gives λ = ±√θ − 2 + η(2 cosφ− sinφ), i.e. purely
imaginary eigenvalues for θ < 2 + η(sinφ − 2 cosφ). Quadruple zero (QZ) point
with four-fold zero eigenvalue λ = 0 is then given by θ = 2−η(sinφ−2 cosφ). On
the right hand side of QZ point the RH curve becomes Belyakov-Devaney (BD)
transition with two pairs of purely real eigenvalues so that no local bifurcation
occurs at the BD line.
According to Eq. 4.3.12 for IS > 1 − η cosφ zero real part eigenvalues occur
for θ = 2IS + η sinφ ∓
√
I2S − (1− η cosφ)2 which determines the lines SNh1
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Figure 4.3.7. Time-delayed feedback-induced traveling-wave
(TW) instability in Lugiato-Lefever model for η = 0.5 and φ = pi/3.
(a) Steady-state homogeneous solution Ei(IS), IS = |ES|2; (b)
Imaginary parts of the eigenvalue Ω calculated from Eq. 4.3.7 for
k2 > 0. (c) Corresponding wave vector square, k2.
and SNh2 of reversible Takens-Bogdanov or Takens-Bogdanov-Hopf bifurcations
with two zero spatial eigenvalues and two purely real or imaginary eigenvalues of
opposite sign. As can be seen by comparing Figs. 4.3.8(a)-(b) and 4.3.9(c), only
a relative expansion or shrinkage of the different regions in the parameter space
occurs when changing the feedback strength and phase, while the bifurcation
picture remains the same. Fig. 4.3.9(b) presents the same bifurcation map as
the one in Fig. 4.3.8(a) corresponding to η = 0.5 and φ = 0, but in the plane
θ−Ei. In the spatial dynamics picture, CS is a homoclinic orbit to a fixed point
(HSS) passing close to a periodic orbit (the pattern state). CS complexes form
when CSs lock by their oscillating tails, i.e. when Eq. 4.3.12 possesses a complex
quartet of eigenvalues.
Spatiotemporal dynamics
A homogeneous steady state may coexist with periodic structures such as hexagons
and stripes [144, 136]. A CS consists of a region of one state surrounded by an-
other state. When CSs are well separated from each other, they are independent
and randomly distributed in space. However, when the distance between peaks
decreases they start to interact via their oscillating, exponentially decaying tails.
This interaction then leads to the formation of clusters [145] through the so-called
snaking phenomenon [143]. Optical feedback does not change the clustering be-
havior, however, it changes the region in the parameter space where clustering
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Figure 4.3.8. Regions of different spatial eigenvalue spectra on
(θ, Is) plane, denoted by pictograms: dots denote single and crosses
- double (degenerate) eigenvalues with x (y) axis - real (imaginary)
value. Transition (bifurcation) lines between different regions are
denoted by SNh1,2 for saddle-node bifurcation, RH for reversible
Hopf bifurcation and BD for Belyakov-Devaney transition.. QZ
denotes quadruple-zero eigenvalue. Feedback strength and phase
are: (a) η = 0, (b) η = 0.5, φ = 0 and (b) η = 0.5, φ = pi.
appears. Moreover, the behavior can now occur as a function of the delayed
feedback parameters. An example is shown in Fig. 4.3.10 where the three cavity
soliton branches of single CS, double and triple CS clusters as a function of the
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Figure 4.3.9. (a) Regions of different spatial eigenvalue spectra
on (θ, Is) plane, denoted by pictograms: dots denote single and
crosses - double (degenerate) eigenvalues with x (y) axis - real
(imaginary) value. Transition (bifurcation) lines between differ-
ent regions are denoted by SNh1,2 for saddle-node bifurcation, RH
for reversible Hopf bifurcation and BD for Belyakov-Devaney tran-
sition. QZ denotes quadruple-zero eigenvalue. Feedback strength
and phase are η = 0.5, φ = 0. (b) Same map is presented in the
plane (θ, Ei).
strength η of the time-delayed feedback are demonstrated. Here the black (grey)
solid line is the stable (unstable) HSS.
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Figure 4.3.10. Three cavity soliton branches of single CS (blue),
double (green) and triple (red) CS clusters as a function of the
strength η of the time-delayed feedback for Ei = 1.3, τ = 10 and
φ = pi/3. Black (grey) solid line is the homogeneous stable (unsta-
ble) steady state.
The delayed optical feedback may also induce in the LL model a drift bifurcation
of the CS, similar to the case of the laser with saturable absorber in the previous
Section. It was previously reported in the case of Swift-Hohenberg equation [96]
and the VCSEL model [140, 124] as well. Such a feedback induced CS drift is
illustrated in Fig. 4.3.11 for the case of θ = 2, Ei = 1.3, and delayed feedback
with a fixed phase φ = pi and different strengths η = 0.11, 0.12, and 0.15. The
CS is launched at t = 0 and starts moving after a certain delay, which decreases
as the feedback strength is increased, see also [140]. Furthermore, the CS moves
faster as η is increased.
In order to estimate the threshold of the CS drift bifurcation we proceed in
a similar way as in previous Sections, see also [96, 124]. Slightly above this
threshold one can consider a CS moving uniformly with a small velocity v = |v|
and expand the electric field amplitude in power series of v: E = E0(ξ) +
v [E1(ξ) + vE2(ξ) + v
2E3(ξ) + ...]. Here E = E0(r) is the stationary soliton pro-
file, ξ = r−v e t, r = (x, y), and e is the unit vector in the direction of the soliton
motion. Substituting this expansion into Eq. (4.3.2) and collecting the first order
terms in small parameter v one obtains
L
(
ReE1
ImE1
)
=
(
Re[w01(1 + ητe
iϕ)]
Im[w01(1 + ητe
iφ)]
)
(4.3.13)
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Figure 4.3.11. CS drift for θ = 2, Ei = 1.3 and feedback with
different strengths η and fixed delay time of τ = 10 and phase of
φ = pi. The CS is launched at t = 0 and start moving after a
certain delay, which decreases as the feedback strength is increased
[140]. Notice also the CS moves faster as η is increased.
with w01 = e · ∇E0. The linear operator L is given by
L =
(
1 + 2A0B0 ∇2eff + 2B20
−∇2eff − 2A20 1− 2A0B0
)
,
where A0 = ReE0, B0 = ImE0 and ∇2eff = ∇2 − θ + |E0|2. By applying the
solvability condition to the right hand side of Eq. (4.3.13), one obtains the drift
instability threshold which is similar to the case of the laser with saturable ab-
sorber:
(4.3.14) ητ = − X1 + Y2
cosφ(X1 + Y2) + sinφ(Y1 −X2) ,
where X1,2 = 〈ψ†1,2,∇ReE0〉 and Y1,2 = 〈ψ†1,2,∇ImE0〉. Here, the eigenfunction
ψ† =
(
ψ†1, ψ
†
2
)T
is the solution of the homogeneous adjoint problem L†ψ† = 0 and
the scalar product 〈, 〉 is defined as 〈U, V 〉 = ∫ +∞−∞ UV dr. For a feedback phase
of φ = pi, one can recover from (4.3.14) the threshold condition obtained earlier
for the drift instability of cavity solitons in the Swift-Hohenberg equation with
delayed feedback, η0τ = 1 [96]. In Fig. (4.3.12) the threshold values of the product
of the feedback strength and delay time η0τ at onset of CS drift instability as a
function of feedback phase φ are plotted. As in the previous model, previously
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Figure 4.3.12. Threshold values of the product of the feedback
strength and delay time η0τ at the onset of CS drift instability as
a function of feedback phase φ. LL parameters are θ = 2 and
Ei = 1.3.
observed for the VCSEL model in [124] the drift instability is only possible in
certain windows of the feedback phase.
One can now proceed with increasing the feedback strength beyond the drift
instability threshold. Fig. 4.3.13 shows the CS time-evolution as the feedback
strength η is increased from 0 to 0.5 by a step of 0.02 each 200 time units. The
feedback phase is fixed at φ = pi. Fig. 4.3.14 presents the space-time dynamics for
fixed feedback parameters in the four representative regions denoted in Fig. 4.3.13
by A, B, C and D. As can be seen from Fig. 4.3.13, a stable stationary CS shown
in Fig. 4.3.14 persists until the feedback strength reaches the value η = 0.16 at
time t = 1600. At this feedback strength a drift bifurcation takes place and the
CS starts moving, see Fig. 4.3.14B. When the feedback strength reaches a value of
η = 0.34 at time t = 3600, the CS drifting with a constant velocity undergoes an
Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, leading to undamped oscillations of the soliton, see
Fig. 4.3.14C. Finally, at the feedback strength of η = 0.42 (at time t = 4200) the
system enters a well developed spatio-temporal chaotic regime, see Fig. 4.3.14D.
Note, that recently it was demonstrated that optical feedback can induce spatial-
temporal chaotic dynamics in the Lugiato-Lefever model, which may lead to the
appearance of rogue waves [146].
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Figure 4.3.13. (color online) CS evolution from a stable CS
through moving and moving-oscillating CS till developed spatio-
temporal chaos. θ = 2, Ei = 1.3, and the feedback strength η
increases each 200 time units from 0 to 0.5 with step of 0.02. Feed-
back delay is τ = 10 and phase is φ = pi.
4.4. Discussion
In this Chapter of the Thesis the dynamics of localized structures in several spa-
tially extended dynamical systems under the influence of delayed optical feedback
was investigated. First, we have considered a model of wide-aperture laser with
a saturable absorber and delayed optical feedback [147], and demonstrated the
appearance of multiple coexistent laser cavity solitons. In a limit of large delay,
these localized solutions form a tube in parameter coordinates similar to the case
of plane waves in CGLE. In addition, we report a novel destabilization mechanism
of localized solutions in spatially extended systems, which is induced by delayed
feedback. It is shown that at large delays apart from the drift and phase instabil-
ities the soliton can exhibit a delay-induced modulational instability associated
with the translational neutral mode. The combination of drift and modulational
instabilities produces zigzagging motion of the solitons, which are either periodic,
with the period close to the delay time, or chaotic, with low-frequency fluctuations
in the direction of the soliton motion.
The impact of delayed optical feedback on the spatial and spatio-temporal dy-
namics of Lugiato-Lefever model was analysed as well [148]. It was shown the
shape of the bistable curve of the homogeneous solution can be significantly mod-
ified due to the presence of the delayed feedback. The linear stability analysis
of this solution reveals the impact of the delayed feedback strength and phase
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Figure 4.3.14. Space-time dynamics in the LL model for fixed
optical feedback parameters in the four representative regions de-
noted in Fig. 4.3.13 by A, B, C and D. The feedback strength is:
a) η = 0.08, b) η = 0.2, c) η = 0.34, d) η = 0.4.
on the Turing, Andronov-Hopf, and traveling wave instability regions. It was
demonstrated that the delayed feedback influences the spatial dynamics by only
shifting the regions with different spatial eigenvalue spectra. Considering the
spatio-temporal dynamics, the influence of the delayed feedback strength on the
clustering behavior at a fixed feedback phase was investigated. Depending on the
feedback parameters, delayed feedback may also induce a drift bifurcation from
a stationary cavity soliton to a moving one, as well as an Andronov-Hopf bifur-
cation of the moving soliton, which would become a sequence of Andronov-Hopf
with the increase of delay time and eventually form the aforementioned modula-
tional instability in the limit of large delay. It was shown, that above a certain
value of the delayed feedback strength the Lugiato-Lefever system enters a region
of spatial-temporal chaos.
Finally, the same phenomena of appearance of delay induced modulational insta-
bility was demonstrated for the localized structures in cubic-quintic Ginzburg-
Landau equation. Since the CGLE plays a role of the normal form for a large
class of complex spatially-extended systems of different physical origin [66], the
results are also relevant beyond the scope of the nonlinear optics. Based on our
results one can expect that the observed phenomena of delay induced multista-
bility of CSs as well as delay-induced modulational instability and zigzagging of
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CSs appear in other spatially extended systems subject to delayed feedback. It
would be necessary to remark, that the delay-induced modulational instability
was already defined in [76] for the linearized system. However, until now there
was no known example as well as a detailed study of the development of such
kind of instability either in fully nonlinear models or real physical phenomena.
CHAPTER 5
Dynamics in coupled systems with time-delay
5.1. Introduction
In this Chapter, the dynamics in the array of mode-locked lasers described by
the coupled systems of delay equations is investigated. In general, the analysis
and results of this Chapter are applicable to a large class of arrays of coupled
spatially extended dynamical systems which admit localized pulse solutions. In
what follows, the analysis is performed for the particular system with ring ge-
ometry with symmetrical bi-directional coupling, where each node on a ring is a
mode-locked laser emitting a train of short pulses.
Mode-locked semiconductor lasers are widely used for generation of short opti-
cal pulses with high repetition rates and optical frequency combs suitable for
numerous practical applications. Combining many lasers into an array one can
achieve much larger output power and substantially improve the characteristics
of the output beam by synchronizing the frequencies of the individual lasers
[149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156]. Furthermore, it was recently demon-
strated experimentally and verified theoretically that, in contrast to broad area
lasers suffering from transverse instabilities leading to poor output beam qual-
ity, beam anti-phase synchronization in multistripe laser arrays can be used to
generate high power beams with low far-field divergence [157, 63]. Unlike most
previous studies focused on the dynamics of coupled CW lasers, here we inves-
tigate the dynamical regimes of operation in an array of pulsing mode-locked
lasers locally coupled via overlapping evanescent fields in a ring geometry. Note
that investigations of the dynamical regimes in a similar system of two coupled
mode-locked lasers were recently reported in [158].
First, in Section 2 of this Chapter the model equations for the array of mode-
locked lasers will be introduced. In the next Section, the amplitude synchronized
solutions and their stability are described. In Section 4, it will be demonstrated
that the system has a novel stable dynamical regime where a periodic sequences of
clusters of fundamental mode-locked pulses are radiated. One can show that the
described novel pulse train states coexist with the regimes which are amplitude
synchronized and possess fixed phase shifts between lasers. In Section 5, the
discussion on the results of this Chapter is given.
5.2. Model equations
Schematic representation of the ring array of mode-locked lasers coupled via over-
lapping electric fields is shown in Fig. 5.2.1. The dynamics of such system can
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Figure 5.2.1. Schematic representation of a ring array of pas-
sively mode-locked lasers coupled via overlapping evanescent fields
(yellow). Gain and absorber sections are indicated by blue and red
color, respectively.
be described by the set of symmetrically coupled systems of delay differential
equations for a single mode-locked laser [159]:
A˙j + γAj = γ
√
κRjAj(t− τ) + ηeiϕ(Aj−1 + Aj+1),
G˙j = G0 − γgGj − e−Qj(eGj − 1)|Aj(t− τ)|2,(5.2.1)
Q˙j = Q0 − γqQj − s(1− e−Qj)|Aj(t− τ)|2,
where j = 1, ..., N . Here, Aj denotes the complex field amplitude of j-th laser,
whereas Gj and Qj are saturable gain and loss, respectively, and
Rj := exp [(1− iαg)Gj − (1− iαq)Qj] /2− iϑ.
All laser indexes j are taken modulo N . The parameter γ represents the spectral
filtering bandwidth, κ is the attenuation factor describing linear non-resonant
intensity losses per cavity round trip, G0 is the pump parameter, which is pro-
portional to the injection current in the gain region, Q0 is the unsaturated ab-
sorption parameter, γg and γq are the carrier relaxation rates in the amplifying
and absorbing sections, respectively, and s is the ratio of the saturation inten-
sities in these two sections. Though all the parameter values can vary among
different lasers, one can assume that this variation is sufficiently small and con-
sider equal parameters. In the absence of coupling, i.e. for η = 0, for the chosen
parameter values (see Table 1.) each laser operates in a stable fundamental pas-
sive mode-locking regime with a single sharp pulse per cavity round trip time
[159]. This regime corresponds to modulated waves (relative periodic orbits)
with Aj(t) = U(t− θj)eiωt+iυj , Gj = G(t− θj), and Qj = Q(t− θj), where U(t),
G(t), and Q(t) are periodic in time with the period T close to the delay τ , and
arbitrary phase shifts θj and υj.
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γ = 33.3 G0 = 2.0
κ = 0.1 Q0 = 4.0
αg = 2.0 γg = 0.0133
αq = 3.0 γq = 1
ϑ = 0 s = 25
τ = 1.875
Table 1. Parameters for a single mode-locked laser
5.3. Amplitude synchronized solutions
5.3.1. Existence and stability of synchronized solutions
For small coupling η, the phase shifts θj and υj start evolving slowly in time
due to the interaction between the lasers and, as a result, a synchronized state
can be achieved. In particular, due to the index shift symmetry of the system,
the solutions are observed [160, 155, 156, 161, 162], which are synchronized in
amplitude |A|j+1 = |A|j with some constant phase shift between the adjacent
lasers υ = υj+1 − υj = 2pil/N , i.e. Aj+1 = eiυAj, where Nυ mod 2pi = 0 . Then
the coupling term C in Eq. (5.2.1) reads:
(5.3.1) C = ηeiϕ(Aj−1 + Aj+1) = ηeiϕA(e−iυ + eiυ) = (2η cos υ)eiϕA.
Due to the symmetrical coupling and the fact that lasers are identical, l can
change from 0 to N/2 if N is even or (N − 1) /2 if N is odd. Here, l = 0 corre-
sponds to complete synchronization. Figure 5.3.1 shows the amplitude and phase
profiles of anti-phase (l = N/2) synchronized solution. There is also a poten-
tially interesting ”non-invasive” case l = N/4, for which the coupling vanishes
Aj−1 +Aj+1 = 0. For odd values of N , however, the anti-phase and non-invasive
synchronized regimes do not exist.
Further we consider the minimal cases of N = 2 and N = 4 lasers, where N = 4 is
the smallest number that allows in-phase, anti-phase, and non-invasive synchro-
nized solutions. Following the approach of master stability function [163, 164],
one can calculate the stability for any amplitude synchronized solution.
First, one can introduce new vectors of dynamical variables xj =
(
xj1, x
j
2, x
j
3
)T
:
Aj = e
ijυxj1, Gj = x
j
2, Qj = x
j
3, so that all lasers are completely synchronized in
xj(t) = s(t). The coupled equations (5.2.1) then become
(5.3.2) x˙j = F
(
xj
)
+P
(
xj (t− τ))+ ηeiϕ N∑
p=1
BjpH
(
xj
)
,
where F and P are the uncoupled instantaneous and delayed parts of the dynam-
ics, H (xj) = (xj1, 0, 0)T is the output function of the dynamical variables of each
laser, and Bjp is the corresponding element of coupling matrix B. Note that in
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Figure 5.3.1. Intensity (top) |A1−4|2 and instantaneous phase
(bottom) ∠A1−4 of the numerically simulated stable anti-phase syn-
chronized solution in a system of four coupled lasers for η = 2.5, ϕ =
pi/2. Colors overlap, demonstrating complete amplitude synchro-
nization and two pairs of phase synchronized lasers with phase dif-
ference υj+1 − υj = pi. Other parameters: γ = 33.3, κ = 0.1,
αg = 2.0, αq = 3.0, ϑ = 0, G0 = 2.0, Q0 = 4.0, γg = 0.0133, γq = 1,
s = 25, and τ = 1.875.
this case the coupling matrix is
B =

0 eiυ · · · 0 e−iυ
e−iυ 0 eiυ · · · 0
· · . . . · ·
0 · · · e−iυ 0 eiυ
eiυ 0 · · · e−iυ 0
 .
Now we insert the perturbed values of xj(t) = s(t) + ξj(t) in (5.3.2) and expand
all functions in Taylor series to 1st order. This gives
(5.3.3)
ξ˙j =
[
DF (s) δij + ηe
iϕ
N∑
p=1
BjpDH (s)
]
· ξj (t) + [DP (s (t− τ)) δij] · ξj (t− τ) ,
where DF (s), DP (s (t− τ)) and DH (s) are the Jacobians of the uncoupled
system and output function, and δij is a Kroneker delta. Now we use the fact that
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the equations (5.3.3) are organized in block form, where the blocks correspond
to the (jp) indices of B. The system (5.3.3) then can be diagonalized (the first
term remains the same) and rewritten in eigenmode form:
(5.3.4) ζ˙k =
[
DF (s) + ηeiϕσkDH (s)
] · ζk (t) + [DFτ (s (t− τ))] · ζk (t− τ) ,
where σk is kth eigenvalue of B. Using the properties of B, one can find its
eigenvalues as σk = e−iυσ−1,k+eiυσ+1,k, where σ±1,k = e±2piik/N are the eigenvalues
of N ×N matrices B+1 and B−1 [spatial plane wave modes with wavenumber k]:
B+1 =

0 1 · · · 0 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
· · . . . · ·
0 · · · 0 0 1
1 0 · · · 0 0
 , B−1 =

0 0 · · · 0 1
1 0 0 · · · 0
· · . . . · ·
0 · · · 1 0 0
0 0 · · · 1 0
 .
To find all the Floquet exponents µ for linearized problem (5.3.4), one should
first calculate the branch of original solutions of equation (5.2.1) with coupling
term C0 = χ0A = 2η cos (2pil/N) eiϕA (5.3.1). Then, for stability calculation on
the chosen branch instead of C0 one should use N equations with the corrected
coupling term
Ck = ηe
iϕ
(
e−2piil/Ne−2piik/N + e2piil/Ne2piik/N
)
A =(5.3.5)
= 2 cos (2pi (k + l) /N) ηeiϕA = χkA.
The linearization of each of these equations is exactly Eq. (5.3.4) and provides
the stability of the synchronized systems of N lasers against the plane wave with
wavenumber k = 1..N .
Figure 5.3.2, (a) demonstrates the stability regions for the in-phase and anti-phase
synchronized mode-locked solutions of the system of four lasers using the master
stability function approach [163] in the (ϕ, η) - plane of coupling parameters. The
form of coupling implies that the stability region of the anti-phase synchronized
solution coincides with that of the in-phase synchronized solution shifted by pi
with respect to the coupling phase angle ϕ. Interestingly, the none-invasive so-
lution is unstable for all values of coupling parameters (ϕ, η). The results were
obtained with path continuation package DDE-BIFTOOL. Furthermore, the P
and T lines in Fig. 5.3.2, (a) show bifurcation thresholds of the in-phase synchro-
nized regime (l = 0). In particular, the green line (T) indicates a torus bifurcation
threshold whereas the two red lines correspond to pitchfork bifurcations.
5.3.2. Numerical simulation of bifurcations of phase synchronized so-
lution
Let us perform direct numerical simulation of system (5.2.1) for N = 4 and plot
first and second laser amplitude maximums max |A1,2| while changing slowly the
coupling phase angle ϕ for fixed η=0.5. Figure 5.3.3, (a) shows one-dimensional
bifurcation diagram when ϕ increases from ϕ = 0 to ϕ = 2pi. Figure 5.3.3, (c),
shows the instantaneous phase difference between two adjacent lasers ∠A1−∠A2.
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Figure 5.3.2. (a) Bifurcation diagram in coordinates (ϕ, η) for
the synchronized solutions in the ring array of four lasers. Left-
and right-inclined hatching indicates the stability regions for the
in-phase (l = 0) and anti-phase (l = 2) synchronized solutions.
Green line corresponds to a torus bifurcation (T) and red lines to
pitchfork bifurcations (P) of the in-phase synchronized solution.
We start with fully synchronized solution, which then undergoes pitchfork bifur-
cation and after some transient period where becomes anti-phase synchronized
solution. Since from the model equations (5.2.1) it follows that the dynamics of
anti-phase solution is the same as in-phase after the transformation ϕ → ϕ + pi,
from this point the picture repeats itself as one increases phase angle ϕ and
switches between phase and anti-phase synchronized solutions.
As the parameter is swept in other direction, decreasing ϕ from 2pi to 0, see
Fig. 5.3.3, (b) and (d), one obtains a different picture. We start again from
complete synchronized regime, but instead of switching between phase and anti-
phase synchronized solutions, after the transition around ϕ = 5, a new bound
pulse train regime appears, which is a subject of the next section.
5.4. Bound pulse trains
5.4.1. Space-time representation of bound pulse train regimes
The torus bifurcation T in Fig. 5.3.2 leads to a slight change of the pulse shape
from one pulse period to another, while synchronization and period of pulsing re-
main the same. Instead, the pitchfork bifurcations P of the synchronized solution
lead to the appearance of a new pulse train bound-state regime. In this regime,
lasers pulse sequentially on the ring one after another, as shown in Fig. 5.4.2.
Here, each laser stays close to its fundamental mode-locked regime with period
τ0 close to the delay time τ . The pulse train bound-state regime can be better
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Figure 5.3.3. Bifurcation diagram for a system of two mode-
locked lasers obtained numerically by sweeping coupling phase pa-
rameter ϕ. Left column: increasing coupling phase ϕ, (a) shows
amplitudes max |A1,2| with red and blue dots correspondingly,
(c) shows instantaneous phase difference ∠A2 − ∠A1. Right col-
umn: decreasing coupling phase ϕ, (b) shows max |A1,2|, (d) shows
∠A2−∠A1. Coupling strength is fixed to η = 0.5. Other parameters
from Table (1).
visualized using the so-called pseudo-spatial coordinates plane (T, σ) [33], where
σ = tmod τ0 is the original fast time and T = t/τ0 is the slow time (number or
round trips, τ0 = τ + 0.03), see Fig. 5.4.1(a). One can observe that pulses which
were initially distributed on the interval σ ∈ [0, τ0] start to interact and finally
form a bound cluster. The distance between the pulses in this cluster can be
controlled by changing the coupling phase ϕ, as demonstrated on Fig. 5.4.2, (a)
and (b). Similar bound pulse train for the case of two coupled lasers is shown in
Fig. 5.4.1(b).
5.4.2. Analytical derivation of bound pulse trains
In what follows, we investigate the origin of this bound state solution by applying
the multiscale method [165, 83] to the two-laser system in order to find the reduced
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Figure 5.4.1. (a) Space-time diagram of the pulse train bound
state regime for four lasers in coordinates (T, σ), where σ = tmod τ0
is the original fast time and T = t/τ0 the slow time (τ0 = 1.9054).
Brighter colors indicate higher values of the sum of the laser in-
tensities
∑4
i=1 |Ai|2. (b) Space-time diagram for pulse train bound
state regime for two lasers (τ0 = 1.9043). Coupling parameters are:
η=0.5, ϕ = 3.0. Other parameters are the same as in previous
figures.
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Figure 5.4.2. Laser intensities for the stable bound pulse train
regime in a ring of four lasers calculated for η=0.5 and (a): phase
ϕ = 3.0, (b): ϕ = 4.5. Different colors correspond to different
lasers. Other parameters are the same as in previous figures.
system of equations governing the slow dynamics of the time separation between
the pulses and their phase differences.
In order to use the multiscale method, we consider the limit of small coupling,
η = εµ with a small parameter ε, and search for the solution of system (5.2.1)
in the form Aj(t0, t1) = eiφj(t1)A [t0 + θj(t1)] + εA1j(t0, t1), Gj = G [t0 + θj(t1)] +
εG1j(t0, t1), andQj = Q [t0 + θj(t1)]+εQ1j(t0, t1). HereA, G, andQ is a τ0-periodic
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solution of the unperturbed system (mode-locked regime in an uncoupled laser),
A1j , G1j , and Q1j describe first order corrections due to the coupling between the
lasers, t0 = t and t1 = εt are fast and slow times, respectively.
Let us write down the equations for two coupled lasers. We have moved all the
delayed terms Aτ , Gτ , Qτ from equations for G˙ and Q˙ to the first equation and
assumed the coupling rate η small, so it does not substantially change the pulse
shapes:
A˙1 + γA1 + iωA1 = γ
√
κe(1−iαg)G1τ/2−(1−iαq)Q1τ/2−iϑA1τ + 2ηeiϕA2,(5.4.1)
G˙1 = G0 − γgG1 − e−Q1(eG1 − 1)|A1|2,
Q˙1 = Q0 − γqQ1 − s(1− e−Q2)|A1|2.
A˙2 + γA2 + iωA2 = γ
√
κe(1−iαg)G2τ/2−(1−iαq)Q2τ/2−iϑA2τ + 2ηeiϕA1,
G˙2 = G0 − γgG2 − e−Q2(eG2 − 1)|A2|2,
Q˙1 = Q0 − γqQ2 − s(1− e−Q2)|A2|2.
In the calculations that follow, we consider the model equations for the first laser
and assume A := A1, G := G1, Q := Q1 etc.
We introduce time scales t0 = t and t1 = εt with operatorsD0 = ∂∂t0 , D1 =
∂
∂t1
and
look for solutions in the form A(t0, t1) = A0(t0, t1) + εA1(t0, t1), G = G0(t0, t1) +
εG1(t0, t1), Q = Q0(t0, t1)+εQ1(t0, t1), and A˙ = D0A+εD1A, G˙ = D0G+εD1G,
Q˙ = D0Q + εD1Q. Then we expand the equations by t1 following [83, 165] and
obtain the unperturbed equation in O(1):
D0A
0 + (γ + iω)A0 =
=γ
√
κe((1−iαg)G
0(t0−τ,t1)−(1−iαq)Q0(t0−τ,t1))/2−iϑA0(t0 − τ, t1),
D0G
0 = g0 − γgG0 − e−Q0(eG0 − 1)|A0|2,
D0Q
0 = q0 − γqQ0 − (1− e−Q0)|A0|2.
and equations for the first order correction in O():
D0A
1 +D1A
0 + (γ + iω)A1 = γ
√
κe((1−iαg)G
0
τ−(1−iαq)Q0τ )/2−iϑ[
A1τ − τD1A0τ + A0τ ((1− iαg)/2(G1τ − τD1G0τ )− (1− iαq)/2(Q1τ − τD1Q0τ ))
]
+
+2ηeiϕA2,
D0G
1 +D1G
0 = −γgG1 − e−Q0(|A0|2Q1 − (A0A1∗ + A1A0∗)+
+eG
0
(|A0|2(G1 −Q1) + (A0A1∗ + A1A0∗))),
D0Q
1 +D1Q
0 = −γqQ1−
−s(e−Q0(|A0|2Q1 − (A0A1∗ + A1A0∗)) + (A0A1∗ + A1A0∗)).
Here, we assume A,G,Q as a T -periodic solution of unperturbed equation, then
A0 = eiφ1(t1)A(t0 + θ1(t1)), G0 = G(t0 + θ1(t1)), Q0 = Q(t0 + θ1(t1)). The same
way we replace A1, Q1, G1 with eiφ1(t1)A1(t0 +θ1(t1), t1). The first equation is split
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into the real and imaginary parts, assuming A1 = B + iC, and A = B + iC. For
the second laser amplitude profile, the unperturbed solution is written down as
A02 = e
iφ2(t1)A2(t0+θ2(t1)), where A2 = B2+iC2 and the following set of equations
is obtained:
D0B + γB + ωC − γ
√
κe(Gτ−Qτ )/2((2Bτ + (Bτ + αgCτ )G1τ−
(Bτ + αqCτ )Q1τ ) cos((αgGτ − αqQτ )/2 + ϑ)+
(2Cτ + (Cτ − αgBτ )G1τ − (Cτ − αqBτ )Q1τ ) sin((αgGτ − αqQτ )/2 + ϑ))/2 =
−θ˙1(B˙ + τ(B¨ + γB˙ − ωC˙)) + φ˙1(C + τ(C˙ + γC + ωB))
+2η(cos(ϕ+ Φ)B2 − sin(ϕ+ Φ)C2),
(5.4.2)
D0C + γC − ωB − γ
√
κe(Gτ−Qτ )/2(−(2Bτ + (Bτ + αgCτ )G1τ−
(Bτ + αqCτ )Q1τ ) sin((αgGτ − αqQτ )/2 + ϑ)+
(2Cτ + (Cτ − αgBτ )G1τ − (Cτ − αqBτ )Q1τ ) cos((αgGτ − αqQτ )/2 + ϑ))/2 =
−θ˙1(C˙ + τ(C¨ + γC˙ + ωB˙))− φ˙1(B + τ(B˙ + γB − ωC))
+2η(cos(ϕ+ Φ)C2 + sin(ϕ+ Φ)B2),
(5.4.3)
D0G
1 + (γg + e
G−Q(B2 + C2))G1 + e−Q((B2 + C2)(1− eG)Q1+
2(eG − 1)(BB + CC)) = −θ˙1G˙,
(5.4.4)
D0Q
1 + (γq + se
−Q(B2 + C2))Q1 + 2s(1− e−Q)(BB + CC) =
−θ˙1Q˙,
(5.4.5)
where the phase difference between lasers is denoted by Φ = φ2 − φ1. The time
separation Θ = θ2 − θ1 is introduced in the same manner.
Equations (5.4.2)-(5.4.5) together with the same equations for the second laser
form the following linear system of delay differential equations for the vector of
perturbations Sj = (ReA1j , ImA1j , G1j , Q1j)T :
−S˙j + a1 (t)Sj (t) + a2(t)Sj (t− τ) =(5.4.6)
a3θ˙j + a4φ˙j +R
(
(−1)jΘ, (−1)jΦ) ,
j = 1, 2, with linear operators a1,2 and vector functions a3,4 depending only on
the unperturbed pulse solution B, C,G,Q. Expressions for a1,2,3,4 and R are given
below.
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The linear operators a1,a2 in Eq. (2) read:
a1 =

−γ ω 0 0
−ω −γ 0 0
−2e−Q(eG − 1)B −2e−Q(eG − 1)C −γg− e−Q(B2 + C2)
−eG−Q(B2 + C2) (eG − 1)
−2s(1− e−Q)B −2s(1− e−Q)C 0 −γq − se−Q
(B2 + C2)
 ,
and a2 = M˜γ
√
κe(G−Q)/2/2, where
M˜ =

2 cosα 2 sinα (B + αgC) cosα+ −(B + αqC) cosα−
+(C − αgB) sinα −(C − αqB) sinα
−2 sinα 2 cosα −(B + αgC) sinα+ (B + αqC) sinα−
+(C − αgB) cosα −(C − αqB) cosα
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 ,
while α = (αgG − αqQ)/2 + ϑ and B = ReA, C = ImA,G, Q are the profiles of
the solution of uncoupled system (1) for one laser.
The vector functions a3,a4 in Eq. (2) read:
a3 =

−B˙ − τ(B¨ + γB˙ − ωC˙)
−C˙ − τ(C¨ + γC˙ + ωB˙)
−G˙
−Q˙
 , a4 =

C + τ(C˙ + γC + ωB)
−B − τ(B˙ + γB − ωC)
0
0
 ,
and
R =

2η (cos (ϕ+ Φ)B (t+ Θ)− sin (ϕ+ Φ) C (t+ Θ))
2η (cos (ϕ+ Φ) C (t+ Θ) + sin (ϕ+ Φ)B (t+ Θ))
0
0
 .
Next, the Fredholm alternative (see Theorem 9) is applied. The solvability condi-
tion (for bounded solutions) of the linear non-homogeneous system (5.4.6) requires
that its right hand side is orthogonal to the neutral (or Goldstone) modes of the
adjoint homogenous system, see [28, 65, 34] and Appendix B. In the case of small
coupling coefficient, η  1, these modes can be approximated by ψ†j and ξ†j with
j = 1, 2, that are related to the phase shift and the time-shift invariance of the
model equations. These modes can be found numerically (see, e.g. [83, 165]).
The orthogonality condition of the right hand side of (5.4.6) to ψ†1,2 with respect
to the inner product (u, v) =
∫ T
0
u(t)v(t)dt [28] reads∫ T
0
(
a3θ˙j + a4φ˙j +R
(
(−1)jΘ, (−1)jΦ))ψ†j(t)dt = 0
and leads to the system of two ordinary differential equations
pψθ˙1 + qψφ˙1 = µRψ(Θ,Φ),(5.4.7)
pψθ˙2 + qψφ˙2 = µRψ(−Θ,−Φ),(5.4.8)
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where coefficients pψ, qψ, and Rψ are given by the corresponding scalar products
later in the text. Subtracting equations (5.4.7) and (5.4.8) from one another, one
obtains the equation for the phase difference Φ and time separation of the pulses
Θ:
(5.4.9) pψΘ˙ + qψΦ˙ = µ (Rψ(−Θ,−Φ)−Rψ(Θ,Φ)) .
In the same way, the orthogonality conditions to the modes ξ†1,2 lead to the equa-
tion
pξΘ˙ + qξΦ˙ = µ (Rξ(−Θ,−Φ)−Rξ(Θ,Φ)) .(5.4.10)
The coefficients in Eqs. (5.4.9) and (5.4.10) read:
(5.4.11) pψ = τ
[〈
B¨ + γB˙ − ωC˙, ψ†1
〉
+
〈
C¨ + γC˙ + ωB˙, ψ†2
〉]
,
(5.4.12) qψ =
[〈
−C − τ
(
C˙ + γC + ωB
)
, ψ†1
〉
+
〈
B + τ
(
B˙ + γB − ωC
)
, ψ†2
〉]
,
(5.4.13)
Rψ(Θ,Φ) = 2η
[
cos(ϕ+ Φ)(〈B2, ψ†1〉+ 〈C2, ψ†2〉) + sin(ϕ+ Φ)(〈B2, ψ†2〉 − 〈C2, ψ†1〉)
]
,
and
(5.4.14)
pξ =
〈
B˙ + τ(B¨ + γB˙ − ωC˙), ξ†1
〉
+
〈
C˙ + τ(C¨ + γC˙ + ωB˙), ξ†2
〉
+
〈
G˙, ξ†3
〉
+
〈
Q˙,ξ†4
〉
,
(5.4.15) qξ = τ
[〈
−C˙ − ωB, ξ†1
〉
+
〈
B˙ − ωC, ξ†2
〉]
,
(5.4.16)
Rξ(Θ,Φ) = 2η
[
cos(ϕ+ Φ)(〈B2, ξ†1〉+ 〈C2, ξ†2〉) + sin(ϕ+ Φ)(〈B2, ξ†2〉 − 〈C2, ξ†1〉)
]
.
Solving now (5.4.9) and (5.4.10) for Θ˙ and Φ˙, one can obtain the reduced system
of two ordinary differential equations for the slow time evolution of Θ and Φ:
Θ˙ =
2η
pψqξ − pξqψ
√
(c21 + c
2
2) cos (Φ− arctan c1/c2) ,(5.4.17)
Φ˙ =
2η
pψqξ − pξqψ
√
(c23 + c
2
4) sin (Φ + pi/2− arctan c3/c4) ,
where
c1 = [(b8 − b6) qψ + (b2 − b4) qξ] cosϕ− [(b7 − b5) qψ + (b1 − b3) qξ] sinϕ,
c2 = [− (b5 + b7) qψ + (b1 + b3) qξ] cosϕ− [(b6 + b8) qψ − (b2 + b4) qξ] sinϕ,
c3 = [(b6 − b8) pψ − (b2 − b4) pξ] cosϕ+ [(b7 − b5) pψ + (b1 − b3) pξ] sinϕ,
c4 = [(b5 + b7) pψ − (b1 + b3) pξ] cosϕ+ [(b6 − b8) pψ − (b2 + b4) pξ] sinϕ,
and
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b1 = −〈B (t+ Θ) , ψ1〉 − 〈C (t+ Θ) , ψ2〉 , b2 = 〈C (t+ Θ) , ψ1〉 − 〈B (t+ Θ) , ψ2〉 ,
b3 = 〈B (t−Θ) , ψ1〉+ 〈C (t−Θ) , ψ2〉 , b4 = −〈C (t−Θ) , ψ1〉+ 〈B (t−Θ) , ψ2〉 ,
b5 = −〈B (t+ Θ) , ξ1〉 − 〈C (t+ Θ) , ξ2〉 , b6 = 〈C (t+ Θ) , ξ1〉 − 〈B (t+ Θ) , ξ2〉 ,
b7 = 〈B (t−Θ) , ξ1〉+ 〈C (t−Θ) , ξ2〉 , b8 = −〈C (t−Θ) , ξ1〉+ 〈B (t−Θ) , ξ2〉 .
Finally, the reduced system (5.4.17) can be rewritten in a more convenient way
as:
Θ˙ = η cos (Φ + ∆Θ (Θ)) fΘ (Θ) ,
Φ˙ = η sin (Φ + ∆Φ (Θ)) fΦ (Θ) ,(5.4.18)
where fΘ,Φ(Θ) are non-negative functions. Note that the specific shape of the
right hand side of (5.4.18) is due to the fact that the functions Rψ,ξ(Θ,Φ) contain
only first Fourier harmonic in Φ.
The bound pulse train states correspond to the fixed points of the system (5.4.18).
These points, lying on the intersection of nullclines of (5.4.18), are defined by the
condition cos (Φ + ∆Θ (Θ)) = sin (Φ + ∆Φ (Θ)) = 0, which implies that one of the
two conditions should be satisfied, ∆Θ (Θ) = ∆Φ (Θ), or ∆Θ (Θ) = ∆Φ (Θ) + pi.
The first condition corresponds to the saddles of the system (5.4.18), while the
second equation corresponds either to nodes or to foci. Figure 5.4.6(a) shows
intersecting nullclines of system (5.4.18) in the (Θ,Φ) phase plane. Here, blue
filled (unfilled) circles depict stable (unstable) nodes, red filled (unfilled) circles
correspond to stable (unstable) foci, and blue squares – to saddles. All of these
equilibria correspond to pulse bound states in system (5.2.1) with the same stabil-
ity properties. Note that a particular case Θ = 0 corresponds to the synchronized
pulses with the zero time separation, when the system (5.4.18) transforms into a
single equation Φ˙ = µCΦ sin Φ, which admits either in-phase Φ = 0 or anti-phase
synchronization Φ = pi as it was mentioned above.
Noteworthy, the reduced system (5.4.18) resembles the equations governing the
slow dynamics of the distance and phase difference between two interacting dis-
sipative solitons in spatially extended systems described by generalized complex
Ginzburg-Landau equation on an unbounded domain [82, 81, 166, 167]. The
case of coupled lasers, however, is distinct in two aspects: (i) unlike the case of
complex Ginzburg-Landau equation the presence of the phase shifts ∆Θ,Φ (Θ) in
Eqs. (5.4.18) allows for the existence of bound states with the Θ-dependent phase
difference between the pulses different from 0, pi, and ±pi/2, and (ii) instead of
a countable set of equidistant roots, the functions fΘ,Φ (Θ) have no roots at all,
which means that in laser arrays there is a finite number of bound states which
are distributed along the Θ-axis in a more complex manner.
The 2D phase plane diagram of the reduced system of equations (5.4.18) is pre-
sented in Fig. 5.4.4, where the equilibria and their basins of attraction are shown.
Note, that due to the symmetry (Θ,Φ)→ (−Θ,−Φ) it is sufficient to show only
the left half of the coordinate system (Θ,Φ). Here, the point C1 corresponds to a
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Figure 5.4.3. (a) Fixed points and nullclines for the reduced sys-
tem (5.4.18) in the coordinate plane (Θ,Φ) calculated for coupling
phase ϕ = 3.0. Blue filled (empty) circles correspond to stable (un-
stable) nodes, red filled (empty) circles to stable (unstable) foci,
whereas blue empty diamonds to saddles.
stable anti-phase synchronized solution, while pointsB1, B2, andB3 indicate the
bound states with nonzero pulse time separations Θ and phase shifts Φ between
the pulse intensity maxima. Figure 5.4.4 shows the case of ϕ = 3.0. The basins
of attraction of the stable states are separated by saddles and, interestingly, they
can wind into spiral sources as it is shown in the inset of Fig. 5.4.4.
For other values of ϕ, there can co-exist from two to five stable equilibria corre-
sponding to distinct bound states, see Fig. (5.4.5), where it is easy to observe
the symmetry (Θ,Φ) → (−Θ,−Φ). Note that for some region in the coupling
phase parameter both in-phase and anti-phase synchronized solutions are unsta-
ble, while the pulse bound states are stable, see Fig. (5.4.5), top panel. The video
showing the position of the equilibria and corresponding basins of attraction for
different values of ϕ is available as a Supplemental material for the article [168]
and its preprint at arXiv:1706.08802 [nlin.PS] .
5.4.3. Bifurcation diagram for bound pulse trains
A more detailed stability analysis of the bound state corresponding to the equi-
librium B1 is performed numerically using the path continuation software DDE-
BIFTOOL [169] applied to the model equations (5.2.1). Note that the software
does not allow to follow the bifurcation of synchronized solution to obtain the
bound pulse train state. In order for DDE-BIFTOOL to converge to the bound
pulse train solution, one should start with directly computed initial solution pro-
file on a very fine grid (> 750 points). The bifurcation diagram showing the
domain of stability of this bound state is presented in Fig. 5.4.6. Here, red line P
corresponds to a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation from the in-phase synchronized
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Figure 5.4.4. Stable equilibria and their basins of attraction on
the phase plane of the reduced system (5.4.18) for coupling phase
ϕ = 3.0. C1 corresponds to the stable anti-phase synchronized
solution. Equilibria B1, B2, and B3 correspond to bound states
with increasing time separation Θ, which have different phase shifts
Φ between pulse intensity maxima. Inset: An example of the inter-
twining basins of attraction of five stable bound states in the vicin-
ity of a spiral source for the reduced system (5.4.18) for ϕ = 3.99.
solution, whereas the blue F line corresponds to a fold bifurcation leading to the
appearance of unstable bound state solutions. The dashed black line T shows
the first torus bifurcation of pulse bound state solution which leads to a slight
change of the pulse shapes from one pulse period to another, while the period of
the pulsing remains the same.
5.4.4. Bound pulse trains for a ring of N mode-locked lasers
Our aim in this section is to present a reduced system describing bound pulse
trains with arbitrary number of pulses N and to compare the results of the analy-
sis of this system with numerical simulations. Let θj and φj be the time coordinate
and phase of the mode-locked pulse in the j-th laser. Time separations and phase
differences of the pulses in two adjacent lasers are denoted by Θj = θj+1− θj and
Φj = φj+1 − φj respectively. We assume that the total length of the bound pulse
train is sufficiently shorter than the pulse repetition period. In this case, since
the pulse interaction strength decays exponentially with the distance Θ, the in-
teraction between the first and the last pulses can be neglected. It means that
the first (j = 1) and the last (j = N) pulses are each interacting only with a
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Figure 5.4.5. The equilibria and basins of attraction on the phase
plane of the reduced system (5.4.18) for coupling phases ϕ = 1.73
on a top and ϕ = 5.73 on a bottom panel. Blue filled (empty) circles
correspond to stable (unstable) nodes, red filled (empty) circles to
stable (unstable) foci, whereas blue empty diamonds to saddles.
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Figure 5.4.6. Bifurcation diagram for the bound state B1 (cf.
Fig. 5.4.4) in the plane (ϕ, η). Light gray area shows the stability
domain of the bound state. Red line P corresponds to a subcriti-
cal pitchfork bifurcation of the in-phase synchronized solution, blue
line F corresponds to a fold bifurcation, and dashed black line T in-
dicates the first torus bifurcation. Left- and right-inclined hatching
indicates the stability domains of in-phase and anti-phase synchro-
nized solutions from Fig. 5.3.2.
single pulse (j = 2 and j = N − 1, respectively). Therefore, reduced equations
describing the interaction of bound N -pulse train can be written in the form
pψ,ξΘ˙1 + qψ,ξΦ˙1 = Rψ,ξ(Θ2,Φ2) +Rψ,ξ(−Θ1,−Φ1)−Rψ,ξ(Θ1,Φ1),
pψ,ξΘ˙j + qψ,ξΦ˙j = Rψ,ξ(Θj+1,Φj+1) +Rψ,ξ(−Θj,−Φj)−
−Rψ,ξ(Θj,Φj)−Rψ,ξ(−Θj−1,−Φj−1), j = 2, . . . , N − 2,
pψ,ξΘ˙N−1 + qψ,ξΦ˙N−1 = Rψ,ξ(−ΘN−1,−ΦN−1)−Rψ,ξ(ΘN−1,ΦN−1)−(5.4.19)
−Rψ,ξ(−ΘN−2,−ΦN−2),
where pψ,ξ, qψ,ξ, and Rψ,ξ are defined by (5.4.11)-(5.4.16). Note that since the
right hand side of this system is block-diagonal, it can be easily resolved with
respect to Θ˙j and Φ˙j. For a bound pulse train, all Θ˙j and Φ˙j are equal to zero. It
gives us 2(N−1) implicit equations for 2(N−1) variables Θj,Φj, j = 1, . . . , N−1.
We have solved reduced system of equations (5.4.19) for different N = 2, . . . , 11
and fixed values of coupling parameters η = 0.5 and ϕ = 4.0. Figure 5.4.7(a,b)
shows that maximal, minimal, and mean values of time separations Θ and phase
differences Φ between the pulses in bound pulse trains do not change considerably
with the number of lasers N . Therefore, qualitatively the phenomenon of bound
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Figure 5.4.7. Maximal Θmax, minimal Θmin, and mean Θ¯ values
of pulse time separations Θ (a) and maximal Φmax, minimal Φmin,
and mean Φ¯ values of phase difference Φ in the bound pulse train
solutions as functions of the number of lasers N . Coupling param-
eters: η = 0.5 and ϕ = 4.0. Other parameters have the same values
as in the manuscript.
pulse train formation can be understood in terms of pairwise interaction between
two lasers. The values obtained by solution of reduced system (5.4.19) are in
agreement with the separations calculated by direct numerical integration of the
model equations (5.2.1) for seven lasers, see Fig. 5.4.8.
5.5. Discussion
In this Chapter, we have investigated the dynamics in a ring of coupled pulse
generators in a form of a ring of mode-locked lasers. First, the available am-
plitude synchronized solutions in the systems were described and their stability
and bifurcations were investigated [168]. The mode-locked bound pulse train
regimes bifurcating from the synchronized solutions were discovered. In these
regimes trains of mode-locked pulses emitted by individual lasers are bound by
local interaction, forming the closely packed pulse clusters. In the limit of small
coupling strength asymptotic equations were derived governing the slow time evo-
lution positions and phases of the interacting pulses in an array consisting of two
lasers. The pulse separations and phase differences between the pulses in bound
states as well as basins of attraction of different bound states calculated using this
semi-analytical approach are in good agreement with the results of direct numer-
ical simulations of the model equations (5.2.1). The stability and bifurcations
of bound pulse train regime were studied numerically with the path-following
technique.
The important feature of the newly found pulse bound states is that, in contrast
to the pulse bound state operation regimes predicted and observed experimentally
in fiber lasers [170, 171, 89, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182],
this regime cannot exist in a solitary mode-locked laser. Interaction of pulses
in a solitary mode-locked semiconductor laser was theoretically studied in [183]
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Figure 5.4.8. Space-time diagram of the bound pulse train regime
in seven-laser array (N = 7) in coordinates (T, σ), where σ =
tmod τ0 is the original fast time and T = t/τ0 the slow time (τ0 =
1.9055). Brighter colors indicate higher values of the sum of the
laser intensities
∑4
i=1 |Ai|2. Coupling parameters: η = 0.5 and
ϕ = 4.0. Other parameters have the same values as in Fig. 1 of the
manuscript.
and recently in [184], where it was shown that the repulsion of pulses due to
the slow recovery of the carrier density in the gain medium usually results in
generation of either one (fundamental mode-locking) or several equally spaced
pulses (harmonic mode-locking) per cavity round trip time. On the contrary,
in the same parameter domain the bound pulse train regime in a laser array is
associated with the formation of closely packed in time bound states of coupled
mode-locked pulses due to a balance between attraction and repulsion between
the pulse trains emitted by individual lasers with the possibility to change the
interval between the pulses via the variation of coupling phase parameter.
The bound states described in this Chapter have a similarity with rather well
studied bound states of dissipative solitons in spatially extended systems, where
multiple soliton clusters surrounded by a linearly stable homogeneous regime
can be formed due to a similar mechanism of balancing between attraction and
repulsion. However, unlike the bound states formed by dissipative solitons, the
appearance of this new type of bound states is related to the presence of coupling
between the neighboring lasers and it is impossible in a solitary passively mode-
locked semiconductor laser, where zero intensity steady state is linearly unstable
and pulse interaction is nonlocal and always repulsive. Furthermore, unlike the
case of complex Ginzburg-Landau-type equations, the new bound pulse train
regime can exhibit arbitrary phase differences between the pulses depending on
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their time separation and correspond to a finite number of fixed points distributed
non-equidistantly along the time axis. Since the physical mechanism of the bound
state formation due to the coupling between neighboring lasers is quite general,
it can be observed in other physical systems described by coupled sets of partial
or delay differential equations, where pulse solutions are present. It leads to the
conclusion that this phenomenon is generic and can be extended to other systems
of spatially extended coupled pulse generators.
CHAPTER 6
Summary and Outlook
To conclude, in this Thesis, the dynamics in several types of spatially extended
and coupled systems with delay was investigated, with the special emphasis on
the behavior of localized structures and pulse solutions. The main results of
the Thesis that address the questions and problems posed in the Introduction
Chapter are:
• The effect of the delayed feedback on the spatially extended systems
described by Ginzburg-Landau type equations was investigated. It was
shown that the appearance of “tube” set of solutions is the universal
phenomenon in the equations with large delay.
• The stability criteria were obtained for homogenous zero steady state
and plane wave solutions in complex Ginzburg-Landau equation with
delayed feedback.
• The influence of delayed feedback on the localized solutions in the laser
with saturable absorber was investigated. An appearance of novel type
of delay-induced modulational instability was demonstrated for the laser
with saturable absorber, and cubic-quintic Ginzburg-Landau equation.
• The novel dynamical regime of bound pulse trains in the system of cou-
pled pulse generators was observed and investigated analytically. A num-
ber of stable bound train solutions coexists with different amplitude syn-
chronized solutions. The appearance of this new type of bound states is
related to the presence of coupling between the neighboring lasers.
• Results were supported by path continuation with DDE-BIFTOOL as
well as direct numerical simulation by the use of the package ODDTool
which was developed for the purpose of this work.
It would be important to point out that the results of the Thesis are not singular
and each of them resonates across other parts of the Thesis and other works in
the scientific environment of nonlinear dynamics. The appearance of the tube of
the delay induced modes demonstrated in this Thesis for different systems has
a special impact, since it proves to be the universal phenomenon that extends
to a wide class of solutions. The parametric description of the multitude of
delay-induced solutions and their stability can serve for the analysis of large
delay systems in general. Moreover, the newfound delay-induced modulational
instability in PDEs is a universal phenomenon that can explain zigzagging soliton
motion observed earlier experimentally. In addition, the results of analytical
derivation of the appearance of bound pulses in systems of coupled mode-locked
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lasers leads to believe that this phenomenon is fundamental for the systems of
coupled pulse generators.
During the course of the work, the results were presented at a number of interna-
tional conferences with mathematical and physical focus. The following papers
were prepared for publication:
(1) M. Tlidi, A.G. Vladimirov, A. Pimenov, K. Panajotov, D. Puzyrev, S.
Yanchuk, and S. Gurevich, Delay Induced Instabilities of Cavity Solitons
in Passive and Active Laser Systems. Conference Paper: Conference on
Lasers and Electro-Optics - International Quantum Electronics Confer-
ence, Optical Society of America, 2013, paper IG-P-12
(2) D. Puzyrev, S. Yanchuk, A.G. Vladimirov, and S.V. Gurevich, Stabil-
ity of plane wave solutions in complex Ginzburg-Landau equation with
delayed feedback. SIAM J. Appl. Dyn. Systems 13, 986-1009 (2014)
(3) A. G. Vladimirov, D. Puzyrev, S. Yanchuk, and S. V. Gurevich, Instabil-
ities of Laser Cavity Solitons Induced by Delayed Feedback. Conference
paper: European Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics - European
Quantum Electronics Conference, Optical Society of America, 2015, pa-
per EF-P-4
(4) D. Puzyrev, A. G. Vladimirov, S. V. Gurevich, and S. Yanchuk, Modula-
tional instability and zigzagging of dissipative solitons induced by delayed
feedback (Rapid Communication). Phys. Rev. A 93, 041801(R) (2016)
(5) K. Panajotov, D. Puzyrev, A. G. Vladimirov, S. V. Gurevich, and M.
Tlidi, Impact of time-delayed feedback on spatiotemporal dynamics in the
Lugiato-Lefever model. Phys. Rev. A 93, 043835 (2016)
(6) D. Puzyrev, A. G. Vladimirov, A. Pimenov, S. V. Gurevich, and S.
Yanchuk, Pulse bound-state clusters in coupled mode-locked lasers. Con-
ference paper: European Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics - Eu-
ropean Quantum Electronics Conference, Optical Society of America,
2017, paper EF-2.4
(7) D. Puzyrev, A. G. Vladimirov, A. Pimenov, S. V. Gurevich, and S.
Yanchuk, Bound pulse trains in arrays of coupled spatially extended dy-
namical systems. Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 163901 (2017)
In addition, the numerical package ODDTool was used to perform numerical
simulations for the following articles: [185, 186, 187, 188, 56].
The main results of this Thesis can be expanded to various physical models.
Different methods, approaches and their combinations used in the Thesis can
be helpful for the study of other dynamical systems with delay. For the further
advancement of the results of this Thesis, one would propose the following possible
outlook:
• The model of the mode-locked laser can be augmented by introducing
the transversal spatial dimension. The coexistence of temporal local-
ization and complex dynamical regimes in case of coupled oscillators
suggests that it can serve as one of the staring points for the search for
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three-dimensional localized light structures (laser bullets) in the spatially
extended system.
• A desirable goal is to develop a general theoretical description of the
appearance of the tube of delay-induced modes (external cavity modes)
across different types of equations with large delay.
• As for the dynamics of localized structures in spatially distributed sys-
tems, the natural expansion of the results would be to increase the num-
ber of space dimensions and look for the behavior of different types of
structures and patterns and their interactions. As for the control and
stabilization of cavity solitons, more elaborate ways of delayed feedback
control, e.g. including non-locality in space, increasing the number of
delay times, or application of generalized Pyragas control can be fore-
seen.
• The ODDTool package would benefit from the text user interface (pos-
sibly in the form of scripts which generate the parameter file and C++
code for the right-hand side of equation) and/or introduction of graphi-
cal user interface. The other direction is parallelization for shared- and
distributed- memory platforms, including GPU and hybrid computa-
tional units. Currently, there is an ongoing project on Python interface
available at the link
http://florianstelzer.eu/pyoddtool/.

Appendix A: ODDTool – Package for integration of delay
ODEs and PDEs
This Appendix Chapter contains the description of software package for simula-
tion of delay differential equations, which was created in Humboldt University of
Berlin in collaboration with Leonhardt Luecken and Markus Kantner. The pack-
age is available under the link https://github.com/leoluecken/oddtool. We were
motivated to create such a package by limited applicability of the existing ones
(MATLAB solver dde23, Mathematica solver NDSolve and others) for the simula-
tion of the dynamical systems with large delay times. Most of the existing tools
were accumulating the whole solution interval in memory, while our tool gradually
swaps the solution on the delay interval to disk, allowing to integrate the system
for long time intervals. Another motivation was to create open-access software
with respect to modern programming techniques, while most DDE solvers are
not available in open access and have somewhat obsolete code. Our tool can
be extended to deal with PDEs with delay by the appropriate discretization of
the RHS of the equation and proved to be accurate and reliable. It can also
be extended by introduction of small random fluctuation and small noise to the
system.
7.1. Overview
ODDtool (“ODD” stands for “Ordinary Delay Differential equations”) allows the
integration of high dimensional delay differential equations involving many dif-
ferent or very large delays. In particular, spatio-temporal phenomena in systems
with large delay can take place on a very slow timescale and require in an efficient
way to deal with large amounts of data representing the solutions history. Up
to date this was not achieved by the other DDE-solvers known to the authors.
ODDtool has been used for simulations in the papers [185, 186, 187, 188, 56].
The header ODDtool.h provides an interface for the integration of delay differ-
ential equations with constant point delays. The class which implements the
integration is called ODD_integrator<CKStepper> and possesses a method in-
tegrate() which generates solution data and writes it to output files.
The template parameter CKStepper denotes a class which implements the actual
computation of integration steps. We have implemented Cash-Karp method [189]
(the variation of 4-5 order embedded Runge-Kutta scheme) with adaptive time
stepping via controlling the error between 4th and 5th order integration. The
values of delayed variables are interpolated with 5th order Hermite polynomials
[190].
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Different integration and interpolation methods can be added by implementing
different stepper and interpolator classes (which should be derived from the ab-
stract class ODD_Stepper and ODD_Interpolator). This template design is in-
spired from the Odeint class, see [191, 192].
The following instructions assume that you are working on a Unix system with
gcc4.9 or higher and the boost libraries installed1. Some extra adjustments may
be needed to run the tool on different configuration.
7.2. Usage
Providing the right hand side
To use the integrator, you include the header ODDtool.h and provide the right
hand side of the equation
(7.2.1) x˙(t) = f(p; t, x(t), x(t− τ1), ..., x(t− τnτ )) ∈ RN ,
you wish to integrate. Here, the vector p ∈ Rnp contains the system parameters,
t ∈ R is a scalar value of the time, and x(t− τj) ∈ RN is the system state at time
t− τj. The function f must be implemented as a C++ function with the following
signature:
void f(double, const vector<double>&, ODD_delayed_values&, const
vector<double>&, vector<double>&)
Here, the type ODD_delayed_values is a data structure which contains the needed
values xi(t− τj). From an object xd of this type the value xi(t− τj) is retrieved
by the expression xd[j][i] (note that i and j are reversed in some sense). A call
to f(t, x, xd, p, result) writes the value of f(p;t,x,xd[0],...,xd[nτ])
to the vector result.
For instance, if you wish to integrate two delay-coupled Mackey-Glass systems
x˙1(t) =
σx2(t− τ)
1 + x2(t− τ)n − γx1(t),(7.2.2)
x˙2(t) =
σx1(t− τ)
1 + x1(t− τ)n − γx2(t),(7.2.3)
you could implement the right hand side function as:
void f(double t,...,vector<double>& result) {
result[0] = p[0] * xd[0][1] / (1 + pow(xd[0][1], p[1]))
- p[2] * x[0]; // (7.2.2)
result[1] = p[0] * xd[0][0] / (1 + pow(xd[0][0], p[1]))
- p[2] * x[1]; // (7.2.3)
}
where the parameters are σ =p[0], n =p[1] and γ =p[2], and the delayed
terms are x1(t− τ) =xd[0][0] and x2(t− τ) =xd[0][1].
1The appropriate boost library linking in the Makefile should be checked.
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Providing parameters and delays
The parameters p = (p1, ..., pnp) and the delays τ1, ...τnτ in (7.2.1) are specified
in the parameter file ODD_parameters.txt. In this file, the user can as well
control various parameters to the integration procedure such as starting time and
ending time, desired tolerance, minimal and maximal stepwidth, etc. – see the
file ODD_default_parameters.txt for further documentation. If a parameter is
not provided by the user in ODD_parameters.txt, a default value specified in
ODD_default_parameters.txt is used. The latter file should not be modified by
the user.
To make the above example (7.2.2) and (7.2.3) work, assuming σ = 2.2, n = 10,
γ = 1, τ = 20, and that one wishes to integrate for t ∈ [0, 100], the parameter
file should contain the following lines:
N = 2
name = TwoMackeyGlass
p0 = 2.2
p1 = 10
p2 = 1
tau0 = 20
t_start = 0
t_end = 100
Here, the specification of the system’s name is optional. However, it will influence
the naming of the output files. The default value is name = noname.
Providing an initial history
The initial data for (7.2.1) can be provided in two ways. Either you define a func-
tion hist(double t, vector<double>& result) within the program similarly
as you do for the right hand side function f(...). For each t it should assign the
value of the initial function to the vector result.
A second way to provide the history function is to store it in a table containing
time points, the corresponding states of the system and the corresponding deriva-
tives of the function. (The derivatives are required until a higher order Newton
interpolation is implemented.) If you provide only one time point, the program
treats the corresponding state point as a constant initial function (derivatives
are not required in this case). The table of initial data can be provided in two
ways: in separate files or in a single file. This is done via the parameter file
ODD_parameters.txt by adding either a line
history_file = name_of_some_file.txt
or adding the lines
history_t_file = name_of_some_file.txt
history_x_file = name_of_some_other_file.txt
history_f_file = name_of_some_another_file.txt
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In both cases each row corresponds to one time point, different components are
separated by spaces. If all data is contained in a single file, one row should look
like this:
992.88︸ ︷︷ ︸
t
5.10 8.74︸ ︷︷ ︸
x
71.69 −21.91︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
Building a program using ODDtool
If you wish to integrate the example above, you have to prepare the parameter
file ODD_parameters.txt, and a file main.cpp, which includes ODDtool.h and
contains (or includes) the definition of your right hand side function and the
method main(), which constructs an instance of ODD_integrator<CKStepper>
and calls integrate(). Further, you may want to include an explicit definition
of a history function. Otherwise, you must provide files containing information
about the history. The C++ file might look like this:
// file main.cpp
#include "ODDtool.h"
using namespace std;
// user-supplied history function
void myHistory(double t, vector<double>& result) {
result[0] = abs(cos(t)) + 1;
result[1] = 1 + sin(t);
}
// Two coupled Mackey-Glass systems
void MG2Rhs(double t, const vector<double>& x, ODD_delayed_values&
xd, const vector<double>& p, vector<double>& result) {
result[0] = p[0] * xd[0][1] / (1 + pow(xd[0][1], p[1]))
- p[2] * x[0];
result[1] = p[0] * xd[0][0] / (1 + pow(xd[0][0], p[1]))
- p[2] * x[1];
}
int main() {
// create an integrator
ODD_integrator<CKStepper> integrator(MG2Rhs, myHistory);
// start integration over time interval specified in parameter
file (ODD_parameters.txt)
integrator.integrate();
}
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If you don’t want to specify the history explicitly but prefer to provide it in a
file, you can simply drop the corresponding argument in the constructor for the
integrator and type instead:
ODD_integrator<CKStepper> integrator(MG2Rhs);
Finally, you compile an executable. To this end you copy your files to the base
directory of a copy of oddtool and you type make to the command line. This
should compile the executable oddtool in this directory. When you run the
executable by typing ./oddtool, files are created which contain the calculated
solution.
Output
The output files generated by ODDtool are named t.txt (time steps), x.txt
(solution file) and, optionally, f.txt (right hand side). They are contained in
the local directory system_name_data/, if the system’s name is specified as name
= system_name in the file ODD_parameters.txt. Moreover, integrate() gen-
erates the files system_name_temp/continuation_*.txt containing information
necessary to resume the integration from the last calculated point.
7.3. Application to partial differential equations with delay
In this Thesis, ODDTool package was used to simulate the partial differential
equations with large delay. The package was shown to be reliable for such kind
of problems, with sufficient computational speed and decent memory use. In the
case of PDE, the spatial variable was discretized and periodic boundary conditions
were introduced.
The initial function on the delay interval is given be discretization of the profile
found either by the solution of the boundary value problem, previous simulation,
or manually defined function (for example, one can use Gaussian as initial function
for relaxation to a stable localized structure).
In this case, the definition of right hand side in the main.cpp file could look like
the following:
// RHS for the PDE with delay (laser with saturable absorber)
void LK2delaysRhs(double t, const std::vector<double>& x,
ODD_delayed_values& xd, const std::vector<double>& p,
std::vector<double>& result) {
double b1 = p[0]; double b2 = p[1]; double g0 = p[2];
double a0 = p[3]; double Ig = p[4];
int m = 400; int N = m*2; double L = 50.0;
double dL = double(L/(m-1)); int i = 0;
//Left BC (periodic)
//Nonlinear term
A = -1.0 + g0/(1.0+(x[0]*x[0]+x[1]*x[1])/Ig)
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- a0/(1.0+(x[0]*x[0]+x[1]*x[1]));
result[0] = b1*(x[N-2]-2.0*x[0]+x[2])/(dL*dL)
- b2*(x[N-1]-2.0*x[1]+x[3])/(dL*dL)
+ A*x[0] + eta*(cos(phi)*xd[0][0]-sin(phi)*xd[0][1]);
result[1] = b2*(x[N-2]-2.0*x[0]+x[2])/(dL*dL)
+ b1*(x[N-1]-2.0*x[1]+x[3])/(dL*dL)
+ A*x[1] + eta*(cos(phi)*xd[0][1]+sin(phi)*xd[0][0]);
for (i=2;i<N-2;i+=2) {
A = -1.0 + g0/(1.0+(x[i]*x[i]+x[i+1]*x[i+1])/Ig)
- a0/(1.0+(x[i]*x[i]+x[i+1]*x[i+1]));
result[i] = b1*(x[i-2]-2.0*x[i]+x[i+2])/(dL*dL)
- b2*(x[i-1]-2.0*x[i+1]+x[i+3])/(dL*dL)
+ A*x[i] + eta*(cos(phi)*xd[0][i]-sin(phi)*xd[0][i+1]);
result[i+1] = b2*(x[i-2]-2.0*x[i]+x[i+2])/(dL*dL)
+ b1*(x[i-1]-2.0*x[i+1]+x[i+3])/(dL*dL)
+ A*x[i+1] + eta*(cos(phi)*xd[0][i+1]+sin(phi)*xd[0][i]);
}
// Right BC (periodic)
A = -1.0 + g0/(1.0+(x[N-2]*x[N-2]+x[N-1]*x[N-1])/Ig)
- a0/(1.0+(x[N-2]*x[N-2]+x[N-1]*x[N-1]));
result[N-2] = b1*(x[N-4]-2.0*x[N-2]+x[0])/(dL*dL)
- b2*(x[N-3]-2.0*x[N-1]+x[1])/(dL*dL)
+ A*x[N-2] + eta*(cos(phi)*xd[0][N-2]-sin(phi)*xd[0][N-1]);
result[N-1] = b2*(x[N-4]-2.0*x[N-2]+x[0])/(dL*dL)
+ b1*(x[N-3]-2.0*x[N-1]+x[1])/(dL*dL)
+ A*x[N-1] + eta*(cos(phi)*xd[0][N-1]+sin(phi)*xd[0][N-2]);
}
The amount of RAM on ordinary PC was proven to be sufficient to integrate the
one-dimensional PDE on sufficient space interval with large values of delay time
(i.e. thousands of rotation period in case of CGLE). With the use of spectral
methods, higher-dimensional PDEs can be integrated as well.
Appendix B: Additional theorems
8.4. Closed Range Theorem
To prove the Fredholm alternative for functional PDEs in Chapter 2, the following
Closed Range Theorem (S. Banach, [193, 84, 85]) is used:
Theorem 10. (Closed Range Theorem). Let X and Y be Banach spaces, lin-
ear operator T : X → Y be closed with Dom(T ) ∈ X dense in X. The dual
spaces for X and Y are X ′ and Y ′ correspondingly and T ′ : Y ′ → X ′ is the
dual operator of T . The kernel or null space of linear operator is defined by
N(T ) = {x ∈ X : Tx = 0} and the range is R(T ) = {Tx : x ∈ X}. Additionally,
we denote 〈x, x′〉 = x′(x) for x∈X and x′∈X ′. Then the following propositions
are equivalent:
1.) R(T ), the range of T , is closed in Y ,
2.) R(T ′), the range of T ′, is closed in X ′,
3.) R(T ) = N(T ′)⊥ = {y ∈ Y : 〈x′, y〉 = 0 for all x′ ∈ N (T ′)},
4.) R(T ′) = N(T )⊥ = {x′ ∈ X ′ : 〈x′, y〉 = 0 for all y ∈ N (T )}.
8.5. Solvability condition for delay differential equations with
periodic coefficients
Let us consider a non-homogeneous linear DDE in the form
(8.5.1) x˙ (t) = A (t)x (t) +B (t)x (t− τ) + f (t) ,
for x (t) , f (t) ∈ Rn, where matrices A(t), B(t) and function f(t) are continuous
and periodic with period ω > τ .
The correspondent homogeneous system is
(8.5.2) x˙ (t) = A (t)x (t) +B (t)x (t− τ) ,
and the adjoint equation reads
(8.5.3) y˙ (t) = −AT (t) y −BT (t+ τ) y (t+ τ) .
The following Theorem [28] gives the solvability condition for system (8.5.1):
Theorem 11. (Solvability condition for DDE with periodic coefficients). If sys-
tem (8.5.1) has periodic solutions of period ω, then (y, f) =
∫ ω
0
y(t)f(t)dt = 0 for
all periodic solution y(t) of period ω of the adjoint system (8.5.3).
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